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Abstract

The Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been widely used because it is well-suited to model flow and transport in the complex geometries that are typical for subsurface porous media. Bacterial chemotaxis enables motile bacteria to move preferably toward chemotactants that may be contaminants in the subsurface. This microbial phenomenon provides a valuable mechanism to enhance in situ bioremediation. Therefore, we developed Lattice Boltzmann (LB) models to study bacterial chemotaxis in the subsurface.

A multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) LB model was developed to study the formation and migration of traveling bacterial waves caused by chemotaxis (chemotactic waves) in the absence of bacterial growth and decay. This model was validated by comparing simulations with experiments in which the chemotactic bacteria entered a tube filled with substrate due to chemotaxis. Simulations were performed to evaluate the effects of substrate diffusion, initial bacterial concentration, and hydrodynamic dispersion on the formation, shape, and propagation of such chemotactic waves. Wave formation requires a sufficiently high initial number of bacteria and a small substrate diffusion coefficient. Uniform flow does not affect the waves while shear flow does. Bacterial waves move both upstream and downstream when the flow velocity is small. However, the waves disappear
once the velocity becomes large due to hydrodynamic dispersion. Generally waves can only be observed if the dimensionless ratio between a particularly defined coefficient, chemotactic sensitivity coefficient, and the effective diffusion coefficient of the bacteria exceeds a critical value, that is, when the biased movement due to chemotaxis overcomes the diffusion-like movement due to the random motility and hydrodynamic dispersion.

Another two-relaxation-time (TRT) LB model was also introduced to simulate bacterial chemotaxis and other reactive transport. The TRT LB model can eliminate numerical diffusion by including a velocity correction term. One-dimensional solute transport with initial Gaussian and top hat distributions were investigated to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the TRT models with and without the velocity correction. The TRT model with the correction demonstrated better numerical accuracy and stability than that without the correction. When the velocity is small, the numerical diffusion can be neglected, and the TRT model without the correction attained very similar simulation results as the TRT model with the correction. However, it is necessary for the TRT model to include the velocity correction when the velocity is large.

Since bacterial survival is a significant factor for contaminant remediation at contaminated sites, we studied the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on bacterial migration and contaminant remediation. The impacts of initial electron acceptor concentration on different bacteria and substrate systems were examined. The simulations showed that bacteria could form a growth/decay/motility wave due to a dynamic equilibrium between bacterial growth, decay and random motility, even though the bacteria perform no chemotaxis.
We derived an analytical solution to estimate this growth/decay/motility wave speed. The initial electron acceptor concentration was shown to significantly affect the bacterial movement and substrate removal. The impact of chemotaxis on bacterial migration is determined by comparison of the chemotactic wave speed with the growth/decay/motility wave speed. When chemotaxis is too weak to allow for the formation of a chemotactic wave or its wave speed is less than half of the growth/decay/motility wave speed, it hardly enhances the bacterial propagation. However, chemotaxis significantly improves bacterial propagation once its wave speed exceeds the growth/decay/motility wave speed. The bacterial survival plays a crucial role in determining the efficiency of contaminant removal. If there is no growth, the traveling wave will move with a decreasing speed and finally terminates.

Although chemotaxis has been widely observed to be able to improve contaminant degradation in laboratories, it is rarely reported to enhance bioremediation at field sites. We discuss this discrepancy based on our simulation findings and suggest operable measures to take advantage of chemotaxis in in situ bioremediation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Groundwater pollution is a critical concern to public health. In 2004, the US EPA reported that approximately 294,000 contaminated field sites were in need of remediation [2]. A major challenge is to clean up the large number of aquifers contaminated by organic pollutants. Conventional cleanup technologies such as pump-and-treat are time-consuming and expensive [52]. Bioremediation, the reduction of contaminant mass through microbial activity without pumping the contaminated water or excavating contaminated soil, has increased in popularity as an alternative treatment due to its effectiveness and cost efficiency [34]. Among all remediation projects, about one in four makes use of in situ bioremediation methods (Figure 1.1a).

The rate and extent of bioremediation are difficult to predict because many biotic factors (inoculum density and size, preinduction, cell immobilization, adaptation of degradative microorganisms towards environmental stresses) and abiotic factors (pH, temperature, concentration of target pollutants and cross-contamination of other non-targeted pollutants, moisture content, nutrient availability, volatilization, sorption and desorption) are usually not quantifiable [65]. Many studies have shown that microorganism survival is one of the most important biotic factors determining the applicability and sustainability of in
*situ* bioremediation [41, 42, 33]. Among all the abiotic factors, bioavailability has been identified as a major limitation to bioremediation efficiency because microorganisms tend to be present in zones with high hydraulic conductivity and leave contaminant sources in regions with fairly low conductivity not biodegraded [5].

Random motility and chemotaxis are two common cell motion mechanisms [53]. The former allows bacteria to move independent of chemicals, while the latter enables motile bacteria to sense chemical gradients in their surrounding environment and move toward regions with high chemical concentration [6] (Figure 1.1b). Therefore, studying the effects of bacterial growth and decay, random motility, and chemotaxis on bacterial movement as well as on contaminant bioremediation has practical value to designing groundwater remediation strategies.

![Figure 1.1](image)

**Figure 1.1**: (a) A pie chart representing the percentage distribution of common remediation technologies used in decontamination of polluted soil and groundwater [65]. (b) Usage of chemotactic bacteria in bioremediation of groundwater, where bacteria move from injection well to pollutant source [50].
1.2 Bacterial chemotaxis

Bacterial chemotaxis is a microbial phenomenon in which bacteria move preferably toward or away from regions with a high concentration of chemicals (called chemoattractants or chemorepellents) [1]. This dissertation focuses on bacterial chemotaxis toward chemoattractants, a process that can potentially enhance contaminant remediation. As an evolutionary benefit, many bacteria can move in surroundings by swinging or rotating their flagella. Brown and Berg [11] experimentally observed the trajectory of E. coli and established a tumble-and-run model to illustrate the mechanism of bacterial movement. When bacteria do not exhibit chemotaxis, they move in a direction by rotating their flagella in counter-clockwise direction (run) and change their swimming direction by rotating their flagella in clockwise direction (tumble). This alternating series of runs and tumbles result in a 3D random walk that is analogous to molecular diffusion. However, when the bacteria exhibit chemotaxis, the time for bacteria running toward regions with a higher concentration of chemoattractants is prolonged, while the time toward regions with a lower concentration is shortened. As a result, the bacteria move preferably toward regions with a higher concentration of chemoattractants [8].

Chemotaxis has been reported to improve contaminant remediation by increasing pollutant bioavailability in aqueous and subsurface environments [26, 73, 27, 54]. A large number of harmful chemicals (e.g., toluene, benzene, naphthalene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and trichloroethylene) have been found to be chemoattractants for various bacterial strains [55, 66, 64, 61, 78]. Pandey and Jain [64] reviewed the chemotactic
response of bacteria toward environmental pollutants.

The chemotaxis of *Pseudomonas (P.) putida* G7 toward naphthalene has been studied extensively. For example, Marx and Aitken [54] examined the influence of bacterial chemotaxis on naphthalene degradation in a heterogeneous aqueous system. They found that a wild-type chemotactic *P. putida G7* took only 6 hours to reduce 90% of the naphthalene while the nonchemotactic mutant strain took 30 hours. Law and Aitken [48] also investigated the effects of chemotaxis of *P. putida G7* on naphthalene desorption and degradation in a system where the naphthalene was dissolved in a Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid. The results showed that chemotaxis could substantially increase the rate of naphthalene desorption and degradation. The extent to which chemotaxis enhanced naphthalene transfer and degradation depended on the initial bacteria and naphthalene concentrations.

Other bacterial strains and pollutants have also been studied. For example, Samanta et al. [73] examined the chemotactic response of a Ralstonia sp. SJ98 toward different nitroaromatic compounds (NACs). They found that chemotaxis was useful in reducing these NACs. Parales et al. [66] tested the ability of five different motile bacterial strains that used five different ways to degrade toluene. The results showed that the introduction of chemotactic bacteria into selected contaminated sites might accelerate bioremediation processes.

Although capillary tubes and swarm plates have been widely used in studying bacterial chemotaxis [1, 55, 67, 72], microfluidic devices are becoming increasingly popular with the
development of their manufacturing and controlling techniques [76, 3, 40]. Microfluidic devices can generate various concentration gradients of chemicals by injecting, mixing and splitting fluid flows that contain the chemicals. Ahmed et al. [3] reviewed the application of microfluidics to study chemotaxis. Various geometries were fabricated to attain suitable gradients of chemoattractants. The size and transparency of microchannels make them convenient to measure the concentration gradients of chemoattractants and the bacterial movement.

Kim and Kim [40] fabricated a long-range concentration gradient generator for bacterial chemotaxis in a microfluidic device. This device could simultaneously produce concentration gradients for several chemicals. By using this device, the authors examined the threshold chemical concentration for chemotactic activation and the maximum chemical concentration for chemotactic response, between which two concentrations the bacteria performed chemotactic behavior. Wang and Long [78] experimentally studied the chemotaxis of *P. putida* F1 toward organic-phase toluene and *E. coli* toward organic-phase phenol in a pore-scale microfluidic chamber for different flow velocities. With small velocity, more bacteria gathered near the organic/aqueous interface. The accumulation of chemotactic bacteria near the chemoattractant source decreased as the flow velocity increased. These experiments demonstrate that microfluidic devices are a promising tool for studying chemotaxis.

Although chemotaxis has been demonstrated to accelerate contaminant removal in laboratory experiments, to my knowledge, no obvious evidence has been reported in con-
taminated field sites showing that chemotaxis improves bioremediation. The effects of chemotaxis are difficult to elucidate in \textit{in situ} bioremediation due to the environmental complexity of field sites [19]. Instead, bacterial chemotaxis in porous media were examined in laboratories to evaluate the effects of chemotaxis in contaminated sites. For example, Roush et al. [72] studied the influence of porous media heterogeneity on chemotaxis of \textit{P. stutzeri} strain KC toward acetate and nitrate. They found that chemotactic response was enhanced in the porous media compared to in the aqueous phase. Therefore, the chemotaxis might produce a larger effect on \textit{in situ} bioremediation than that anticipated from laboratory measurements in bulk solution.

Most laboratory studies involving chemotaxis were conducted over a short time period, from minutes to hours, such that bacterial growth and decay could be neglected and the analysis could be focused on chemotaxis. However, the practical field clean-up usually takes several months or even years [68]. Bacterial survival plays a crucial role in determining the success of biodegradation [41, 42, 33]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth in a long-term period. Wang et al. [77] studied the interaction between chemotaxis and growth on bacterial migration over two days. They conducted experiments in both laboratory and observation wells, and found that the combination of chemotaxis and growth significantly accelerated the bacterial propagation toward regions with a higher substrate concentration. However, O’Lenick et al. [60] observed a similar biodegradation rate of serine by bacterial strains with and without chemotaxis after 21 hours, and chemotaxis did not improve the bacterial migration.
These inconsistent observations illustrate that more studies are required to understand the effects of chemotaxis on \textit{in situ} bioremediation.

Another significant factor influencing bacterial survival and contaminant bioremediation is electron acceptor concentration. However, most chemotaxis-related research assumed that electron acceptors were in excess and not a rate-limiting compound \cite{55, 67}. One exception is the study by Law \cite{46}, who found that low oxygen concentration could decrease naphthalene removal by reducing the naphthalene degradation rate and hence inhibiting chemotaxis toward the naphthalene source. The electron acceptor may inhibit contaminant degradation in the subsurface, where its availability is typically limited.

When chemotactic bacteria are injected into contaminated regions, they probably generate a traveling wave, including band and wave front, due to chemotaxis. The bacterial band moves as a population of bacteria with a maximum mass density while the front migrates with a bacterial plateau. This wave can significantly improve the removal of contaminants \cite{50}. Adler \cite{1} first experimentally observed such a bacterial wave in a capillary tube. Waves of \textit{E. coli} formed due to metabolism-generated gradients in the concentration of oxygen and organic nutrients, and moved at a speed of about 1 cm/h, which is comparable with typical groundwater flow velocity. The substrate was consumed after the bacterial wave moved through, and the removal rate of the substrate is proportional to the moving speed of the bacterial wave. Saragosti et al. \cite{74} also observed a traveling wave of \textit{E. coli} in a channel filled with nutrients. The propagation speed was constant, and the shape of the wave was well conserved at the beginning of wave formation. How-
ever, Kim and Kim [40] found that the moving bacterial wave formed in assays slowed
down gradually and stopped after about 4 hours, because a portion of the bacteria inside
the wave remained behind during the process of wave migration and the diffusion of the
chemical weakened the chemotactic strength. Therefore, further research is required to
understand the formation and migration of traveling bacterial waves.

1.3 Mathematical model

The generalized Keller-Segel (K-S) model has been developed and widely used to
simulate the movement of chemotactic bacteria [36, 37], and can be expressed by

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (\mu(s) \nabla b) - \nabla \cdot (\chi(s) b \nabla s) + g(b, s) - h(b, s) \tag{1.1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 s - f(b, s) \tag{1.2}
\]

where \(b\) is the density of bacterial population, \(s\) is the concentration of chemoattractant,
\(\mu(s)\) is the bacterial random motility coefficient, \(\chi(s)\) is a function describing chemotaxis
sensitivity, \(D\) is the chemoattractant diffusion coefficient, \(g(b, s)\) and \(h(b, s)\) are functions
representing bacterial growth and death, respectively, and \(f(b, s)\) is a function describing
degradation of the chemoattractant. Various forms of the K-S model have been developed
to simulate a wide range of biological systems [32, 75]. Hillen and Painter [30] reviewed
the variations of the original Keller-Segel model and analyzed the existence of global
Since Adler [1] experimentally observed bacterial waves moving toward chemoattractants in a capillary, many studies have been devoted to modeling this biological phenomenon. Keller and Segel [38] first used the K-S model to reproduce the wave formation observed in [1]. The authors assumed that neither bacterial growth nor death occurred during the timescale of interest and that the diffusion of the substrate could be ignored. They proposed a chemotactic coefficient:

\[ \chi(s) = \frac{\chi_0}{s} \]

(1.3)

where \( \chi_0 \) is a chemotactic sensitivity coefficient. This equation has a singularity at \( s = 0 \) and allows the K-S model to predict the formation of traveling bacterial waves when \( \chi_0/\mu > 1 \).

In order to advance mathematical analysis and improve precise dynamics of bacterial chemotaxis, Dahlquist et al. [15] designed an apparatus that could obtain detailed quantitative data on chemotaxis. Various initial bacteria and chemoattractant distributions were used to study the chemotactic response. Lapidus and Schiller [43] found that the K-S model with \( \chi(s) \) in Eq. (1.3) could not successfully reproduce all of the experiments observed in [15]. Brown and Berg [11] used the tracking microscope to study the chemotactic response of \( E. \ coli \) toward temporal gradients of L-glutamate due to the sudden change of its concentration. They found that the drift velocity of bacteria up gradient of
chemoattractants was dependent on the chemoattractant concentration and a receptor-ligand binding dissociation constant \( K_d \). Based on the experimental work of Brown and Berg [11], Lapidus and Schiller [44] proposed a revised form of the chemotactic coefficient

\[
\chi(s) = \frac{\chi_0 K_d}{(K_d + s)^2}
\]  

(1.4)

By calculating the number of the bacteria migrating into an assay, Lapidus and Schiller [44] estimated the values of \( \chi_0 \) and \( K_d \). Model comparisons with experiments showed good agreement.

Rivero et al. [71] developed a transport model for chemotactic cell populations from a probabilistic model. This model allows for an estimation of the random motility coefficient \( \mu \) and the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient \( \chi_0 \) in terms of individual cell properties, such as swimming speed and temporal receptor occupation. Chen et al. [12] derived a similar expression by using extensive perturbation analysis and extended it to three spatial dimensions. The chemotactic strength in this model is represented by a chemotactic velocity \( v_c \) (equal to \( \chi(s) \nabla s \))

\[
v_c = \frac{2v_s}{3} \tanh \left( \frac{\chi_0 K_d}{2v_s(K_d + s)^2} \left| \nabla s \right| \right) \frac{\nabla s}{|\nabla s|}
\]  

(1.5)

where \( v_s \) is bacterial swimming speed. Long and Hilpert [50] applied this model together with the K-S model to generalize the analytical solution for traveling waves in the presence of porous media. They also derived an analytical solution to predict the speed of the
traveling waves.

In this dissertation, we studied the reactive transport of chemotactic bacteria and dissolved chemicals by combining the K-S model with Rivero et al. [71]'s model. This model takes into account electron acceptor concentration and bacterial growth and decay that are described by a double-Monod kinetics model [70]. The resulting governing equations, referred to as reactive advection diffusion equations (ADEs), are given by

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot [b(v + v_c) - \mu \nabla b] = Y q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s} \frac{e}{e + k_e} b - k b \tag{1.6}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (sv - D_s \nabla s) = -q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s} \frac{e}{e + k_e} b \tag{1.7}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial e}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (ev - D_e \nabla e) = -q_e \frac{e}{e + k_e} \frac{s}{s + k_s} b \tag{1.8}
\]

where \(e\) is the electron acceptor concentration, \(v\) is the advective velocity, \(D_s\) is the diffusion coefficient of the substrate, \(D_e\) is the diffusion coefficient of the electron acceptor, \(Y\) is the yield coefficient, \(k\) is the decay rate, \(q_s\) is the maximum reaction rate of the substrate, \(q_e\) is the maximum reaction rate of the electron acceptor, \(k_s\) is the half-saturation coefficient of the substrate, and \(k_e\) is the half-saturation coefficient of the electron acceptor. If the electron acceptor is not a rate-limiting chemical, the reactive ADEs can be simplified to

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot [b(v + v_c) - \mu \nabla b] = Y q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s} b - k b \tag{1.9}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (sv - D_s \nabla s) = -q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s} b \tag{1.10}
\]
These equations are usually normalized first to apply numerical methods to approximate their solutions [50].

The estimation of the bacterial random motility and the chemotactic sensitivity coefficients is pivotal for predicting the propagation of chemotactic bacteria. The estimated parameter values span several orders of magnitude due to the effects of growth medium, experimental types and conditions [49]. For example, the best-fit value of chemotactic sensitivity coefficient for a *P. putida G7* and naphthalene system in Pedit et al. [67]'s experiment is about four times lower than the value for the same bacteria and substrate in Marx and Aitken [55]'s experiment. In order to reduce the effects of bacterial growth on chemotaxis analysis, chemicals are usually added to inhibit the growth of bacteria in laboratories such that one can focus on chemotaxis [67].

Marx and Aitken [55] modeled the response of *P. putida* to naphthalene for different bacterial and chemoattractant concentrations. Particularly, they considered the effect of chemoattractant diffusion on bacterial aggregation in a capillary and determined the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient. Marx and Aitken [54] further explored the effect of chemoattractant consumption on the chemotactic response. They found that the depletion of the chemoattractant reduced the bacterial migration when the chemoattractant concentration was low. Furthermore, Law and Aitken [47] designed a continuous-flow capillary assay to measure the bacterial chemotaxis and estimated the chemotactic coefficients. They used a small concentration of chemoattractant to minimize the metabolism of the chemoattractant. The modeling results agreed well with the experiment. Lewus
and Ford [49] quantified the bacterial motility and chemotaxis by fitting different mathematical models to experimental data. They found that accurate bacterial transport coefficients could be achieved if the experiment was performed carefully and the mathematical model was selected appropriately. Ford and Harvey [19] also estimated the motility and chemotaxis coefficients of bacterial populations by using swimming properties of individual bacteria, such as swimming speed, tumbling frequency, and turn angle distribution. They found that the motility could improve effective bacterial transport in porous media, which was dependent on hydrodynamic dispersion and pore diameter. Different formulas were used to estimate the effective values of motility and chemotaxis in porous media in terms of the average pore diameter.

Kennedy and Aris [39] investigated different functional forms of bacterial growth and death in a K-S model. They found that certain growth functions generated traveling wave solutions even though there was no chemotaxis. The wave speed increased with the additional mechanism of chemotaxis. Lauffenburger et al. [45] further studied the formation of traveling waves caused by bacterial growth, death, and random motility. They revealed that the governing equations generated a traveling wave solution, which was called growth/death/motility wave. The speed of this wave and the size of the bacterial population were proportional to the square-root of the random motility coefficient. When chemotaxis occurred, it accelerated the migration of traveling waves, and the extent of this acceleration depended on the functional form of the chemotactic coefficient.
1.4 Lattice Boltzmann method

Both large-scale and pore-scale models have been developed to study fluid flow and solute transport in the subsurface [14, 50]. In large-scale simulations, physical properties (such as flow velocity, pressure, and solute concentration) are averaged over a representative elementary volume. The characteristics of pore geometry are represented by macroscopic parameters such as porosity and permeability. The simulations can predict flow field and concentration distribution at large scales, but it is not always clear whether pore-scale processes are accounted for appropriately. By contrast, pore-scale simulations examine fluid flow and solute transport in pore areas, where biogeochemical reactions and interactions between the aqueous solution and solid surfaces are directly calculated [56]. Therefore, studies of pore-scale reactive transport can deepen our understanding of large-scale natural processes [7]. With the rapidly growing availability of high performance computational resources, pore-scale simulations have become a powerful tool for investigating a broad range of porous medium transport phenomena [58, 69].

Since its introduction [29], LBM has been widely used for simulating a broad range of flow and transport phenomena. This method has become particularly popular when analyzing porous medium processes at the pore scale, because voxel images of porous media can be used directly as an input to the simulations [59, 51, 79, 57, 10]. Different from conventional numerical schemes that discretize macroscopic continuum equations (e.g., finite-difference and finite-element schemes), LBM is based on microscopic models and mesoscopic kinetic equations. In the LBM, fluids, solutes, or microorganisms are
represented by particles that move on a typically regular lattice. Evolution of the particles in time is achieved by repeatedly performing a travel and a collision step. During the travel step, particles move from one lattice node to another. Then particles that are present at a node and that have different velocities collide with each other. During this collision step, the particle velocity distribution approaches an equilibrium distribution, and the rate of approach is controlled by one or more relaxation times. By incorporating the essential physics of microscopic processes of the particles to kinetic models, LBM enables the macroscopic averaged quantities to obey macroscopic equations, such as Navier-Stokes (NS) equations [13] or reactive ADEs [31].

The simplest LBM is the lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) method, which is based on a single relaxation time (SRT) approximation and referred to as SRT-LBM [9]. The SRT-LBM has been most widely used due to its simplicity, and presents the following evolution equation:

\[
    f_i(r + c_i, t + 1) - f_i(r, t) = -\frac{1}{\tau}(f_i(r, t) - f_{eq}^i(r, t)) + R
\]  

(1.11)

where \( c_i \) is the \( i \)th direction of discrete velocities in a prescribed lattice, \( f_i \) is the particle distribution function along \( c_i \) at each lattice node \( r \) and for each discrete time \( t \), \( f_{eq}^i \) is the equilibrium particle distribution that only depends on macroscopic properties, \( R \) is the source term that represents the reactive transport of the particles, and \( \tau \) is the single relaxation time that depends on kinematic viscosity in flow simulations and diffusion.
coefficient in transport simulations. The lattices with 15, 19 or 27 discrete velocity
directions are mostly used in 3D lattice Boltzmann (LB) modelings, and they are referred
to as D3Q15, D3Q19, or D3Q27 models, respectively [4].

Although the SRT-LBM is easy to implement, it suffers from some well-known de-
ficiencies. For example, it is prone to numerical instability, and the kinetic viscosity is
dependent on the presence of pore boundaries [28]. A multiple-relaxation-time (MRT)
LBM (also referred to as generalized LBM) can improve numerical stability and reduce the
dependence of viscosity on pore boundary by tuning multiple relaxation times to achieve
optimal solutions [17, 63]. This method is expressed by

\[
f(r + c_i, t + 1) - f(r, t) = -S(f(r, t) - f^{eq}(r, t)) + R \tag{1.12}
\]

where \( S \) is a collision matrix. When \( S = I/\tau \) where \( I \) is the identity matrix, the MRT-LBM
is reduced to a SRT-LBM. When implementing the MRT-LBM, one usually introduces a
transformation matrix \( M \) to transform the particle distribution function vector \( f \) into a
moment vector \( m \) through a linear mapping \( m = Mf \) [18, 63]. d’Humières et al. [18]
derived appropriate forms of \( M \) and equilibrium moment vector \( m \) and used the MRT LB
model to simulate a driven cavity flow. Although the MRT-LBM can enhance numerical
stability and accuracy, its selection of optimal relaxation times is a challenge, and it is
complicated to implement compared to the SRT-LBM [18].

Another promising LBM is two-relaxation-time (TRT) LBM [21, 22, 25], which de-
composed the particle distribution into symmetric and antisymmetric components, \( f_i = f_i^+ + f_i^- \), where \( f_i^+ = (f_i + f_i^\tau)/2 \), \( f_i^- = (f_i - f_i^\tau)/2 \), and the index \( \bar{t} \) denotes the opposite direction of the \( i \)th discrete velocity \( c_i \). The evolution of the particle distribution function is described by

\[
f_i(r + c_i, t + 1) = f_i(r, t) - s^+(f_i^+ - f_i^{eq+}) - s^-(f_i^- - f_i^{eq-}) + R \tag{1.13}
\]

where \( s^+ \) and \( s^- \) are eigenvalues of this expression, \( e^{eq+}_q \) and \( e^{eq-}_q \) are the symmetric and antisymmetric components of equilibrium particle distribution \( e_q \), respectively, \( e^{eq+}_q + e^{eq-}_q = e_q \). The TRT model has one free eigenvalue to select between 0 and 2 to guarantee numerical stability, such as \( s^- \) is free for flow simulations and \( s^+ \) is free for transport simulations. The other one is determined by kinematic viscosity or chemical diffusion [23]. This model is reduced to a SRT-LBM if \( s^+ = s^- = 1/\tau \). The TRT-LBM is computationally efficient and can eliminate numerical diffusion by including a velocity correction term [24].

When simulating fluid flow, the fluid mass is conserved and therefore the reaction term \( R = 0 \). The dimensionless fluid density \( \rho \) and momentum \( \rho V \) (\( V \) is the dimensionless form of the advective velocity \( v \)) can be obtained from the particle distribution as follows:

\[
\rho = \sum_i f_i, \quad \rho V = \sum_i f_i c_i \tag{1.14}
\]

Since the LBMs are compressible, the pressure in the fluid field can be estimated by
an equation of state \[13\]. Via the Chapman-Enskog expansion \[20\], the LB equations Eq. (1.11), Eq. (1.12), and Eq. (1.13) can be recovered to NS equations in the limit of a small Mach number, which means that the dimensionless advective velocity is small. The elaborate derivation can be found in \[13, 18, 22\].

For reactive transport simulations, the dimensionless solute concentration \( C \) and the mass flux are described by

\[
C = \sum_i f_i, \quad CV = \sum_i f_ie_i
\]

If there exists bacterial chemotaxis, \( V = V + V_c \) where \( V_c \) is dimensionless chemotactic velocity. The LB equations Eq. (1.11), Eq. (1.12), and Eq. (1.13) can obtain the solutions to reactive ADEs under small Mach number \[31\]. Dawson et al. \[16\] developed a LB model for simulating reactive diffusive transport. They simulated pure diffusion and homogeneous chemical reactions. The simulation results agreed well with theoretical prediction and captured the fundamental physics of macroscopic reaction-diffusion equations. Kang et al. \[35\] applied LBMs to simulate solute reactive transport in both pore spaces and at fluid/solid interfaces. They used different methods to update solid phase when mass transfer took place between solid and solute due to chemical dissolution and/or precipitation.

Hilpert \[31\] developed a 2D LB model to simulate bacterial chemotaxis. This model reproduced traveling waves of bacteria along metabolism-generated gradients in substrate
concentrations as considered by Keller and Segel [38]. The author simulated the chemotactic response of \( P. \ putida \) to naphthalene in bulk liquids, and found that only a portion of a bacterial slug formed a traveling wave as the slug length exceeded a critical value. Long and Hilpert [50] further extended the 2D model to a 3D model. They modeled the bacterial movement and contaminant biodegradation in both bulk liquids and subsurface environments. The results showed that the bacteria could form waves moving both upstream and downstream under typical groundwater flow velocity.

LBMs are generally well-suited to model fluid flow and reactive transport in complex geometries due to their kinetic properties and easily-applied standard bounce-back (SBB) boundary condition [13, 16]. Moreover, LBMs are easy to implement on parallel computational platforms because of their explicit time stepping and computational locality [62]. With the continuous increases in the capability of computing resources, LBMs have become a popular method for simulating complex flows, such as turbulence, multiphase flow, microfluidics, and particle suspensions [4]. Therefore we use LBMs in this study.

1.5 Outline of the dissertation

Chapter 2 to 4 represent papers that are: Chapter 2, “A Multiple-relaxation-time Lattice-Boltzmann Model for Bacterial Chemotaxis: Effects of Initial Concentration, Diffusion, and Hydrodynamic Dispersion on Traveling Bacterial Bands” has been published in Bulletin of Mathematical Biology. This paper developed a MRT-LBM to model chemotaxis and investigated the effects of substrate diffusion, initial bacterial concentration, and
hydrodynamic dispersion on the formation, shape, and propagation of bacterial bands. Chapter 3, “Coupled Effects of Chemotaxis and Growth on Traveling Bacterial Waves” has been published in Journal of Contaminant Hydrology. This paper studied the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on bacterial migration, and examined their effects on contaminant remediation. Chapter 4, “A Pedestrian’s Guide to a Numerical-Diffusion-Free Two-relaxation-time Lattice Boltzmann Model for Reactive Diffusive Transport” will be submitted to Water Resources Research. This paper introduced the TRT-LBM and applied this model to study isotropic advective diffusion and reactive transport. In Chapter 5, the research findings are concluded, the engineering applications of bacterial chemotaxis are described, and the future research possibilities are discussed.
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2.1 Abstract

Bacterial chemotaxis can enhance the bioremediation of contaminants in aqueous and subsurface environments if the contaminant is a chemoattractant that the bacteria degrade. The process can be promoted by traveling bands of chemotactic bacteria that form due to metabolism-generated gradients in chemoattractant concentration. We developed a multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to model chemotaxis, because LBMs are well-suited to model reactive transport in the complex geometries that

This paper except the Appendix B has been published (Yan Z. and Hilpert M., Bulletin of Mathematical Biology, 76(10):2449-75, 2014 Oct.)
are typical for subsurface porous media. This MRT-LBM can attain a better numerical stability than its corresponding single-relaxation-time LBM. We performed simulations to investigate the effects of substrate diffusion, initial bacterial concentration, and hydrodynamic dispersion on the formation, shape, and propagation of bacterial bands. Band formation requires a sufficiently high initial number of bacteria and a small substrate diffusion coefficient. Uniform flow does not affect the bands while shear flow does. Bacterial bands can move both upstream and downstream when the flow velocity is small. However, the bands disappear once the velocity becomes too large due to hydrodynamic dispersion. Generally bands can only be observed if the dimensionless ratio between the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient and the effective diffusion coefficient of the bacteria exceeds a critical value, that is, when the biased movement due to chemotaxis overcomes the diffusion-like movement due to the random motility and hydrodynamic dispersion.

2.2 Introduction

Chemotaxis enables motile bacteria to sense chemical gradients in their surrounding environment and to move toward regions with high chemical concentration [2]. A large number of harmful chemicals (e.g., toluene, benzene, naphthalene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and trichloroethylene) are found to be chemoattractants for various bacterial strains [42, 43, 38, 33, 55]. Chemotaxis can increase bioavailability of pollutants and accelerate their removal in aqueous and subsurface environments [15, 48, 16, 32].

A traveling band, a population of bacteria with a density maximum, can potentially
enhance contaminant degradation [29]. Adler [1] first observed the formation of traveling bands of chemotactic bacteria in capillary tubes. Bands of *E. coli* formed due to metabolism-generated gradients in the concentration of oxygen and organic nutrients, and moved at a speed of several mm/h. Afterward, several research groups reported the formation and propagation of bands in bacterial suspensions [6, 44]. However, bacterial chemotaxis does not always result in such bands. The bands are, for example, affected by chemoattractant diffusion, bacterial density, and hydrodynamic dispersion. The present study examines these dependencies.

A variety of mathematical models for chemotaxis has been developed. The Keller-Segel model has been proposed as a basis for modeling the propagation of traveling bands [26]. Tindall et al. [53] reviewed the application of mathematical modeling to understand the behavior of populations of chemotactic bacteria. Hillen and Painter [18] explored variations of the original Keller-Segel model. The existence of bacterial bands was typically investigated by considering different combinations of chemotactic sensitivity functions, production models and degradation expressions [21, 56]. These studies usually took advantage of mathematical conveniences, which do not always represent realistic microbial processes. Rivero et al. [47] developed a transport model for chemotactic cell populations from a probabilistic model, which was based on individual cell behavior. Furthermore, a new class of models for the collective motion of cells has emerged. In contrast to K-S models, in which the chemotactic fluxes are described by intuitive rules (or first-order approximations), these new models derive the fluxes from a mesoscopic description of
the run-and-tumble dynamics at the individual level and account for internal molecular pathways [39, 49, 50]. This type of model successfully modeled the phenomenon that the mean chemotactic velocity of *E. coli* cells increased monotonically with the spatial gradient of the logarithmic ligand concentration [25]; however, these model are restricted to small gradients in ligand concentration.

Numerical modeling approaches simulate bacterial chemotaxis either at the cell or at the population scale. Many of the population-scale approaches are based on finite difference or finite element formulations [11, 4, 36, 45, 54, 57], while random walk methods are used at the cell scale [12, 37]. Jabbarzadeh and Abrams [22, 23] coupled the finite difference method and the random walk method to simulate chemotaxis in a two-dimensional (2D) porous medium. Brosilow et al. [5] developed a lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) for chemotaxis based on the idea that the Alt-Stroock equation for the run-and-tumble motion of bacteria is similar to the Boltzmann equation from gas dynamics. In the LBM, both bacteria and chemoattractants are represented by quasi-particles that move along a numerical lattice. In contrast to conventional methods, LBMs are generally well-suited to model transport in complex geometries due to their kinetic properties and easily-applied standard bounce-back (SBB) boundary conditions [7]. This SBB scheme is most widely used due to its simplicity, although corrections to the scheme can improve the numerical accuracy [24, 3]. Moreover, LBMs are easy to implement on parallel computational platforms because of the explicit time stepping and the locality of the computations [7, 40], although the development of parallel linear solvers has also facilitated the solution of
PDEs by conventional implicit methods on parallel platforms. Hilpert [19] developed a 2D single-relaxation-time (SRT) LBM that mimics solutions to the population-scale mass balance equations for chemotactic bacteria. Long and Hilpert [29] then extended the 2D model to a three-dimensional (3D) SRT-LBM.

In this paper, we implement a general reactive transport model based on the Keller-Segel model to study bacterial chemotaxis. Our mathematical model is able to represent relatively realistic microbial processes by accounting for bacterial growth and decay. First, we develop a novel 3D multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) LBM, which can achieve a better numerical stability than the corresponding SRT-LBM [9, 10]. This MRT model can simulate chemotactic processes in liquids that flow with relatively high convective velocity, for which Long and Hilpert [29]'s SRT model probably become numerically unstable. Section 2.3 presents the mathematical model and the corresponding MRT-LBM, while the Appendix contains the detailed mathematical model derivation. In section 2.4, we use this model to study the effects of substrate diffusion, initial bacterial concentration, and hydrodynamic dispersion on the formation, shape, and propagation of bacterial bands.

2.3 Model

2.3.1 Continuum-scale models for chemotaxis

Bacterial chemotaxis in a fluid can be described by partial differential equations (PDEs) that are based on mass balance equations [27, 20, 18]. In this work, we consider a system
in which the substrate is the only rate-limiting chemical, the reaction between the bacteria and the substrate is described by a Monod kinetics model, and the fluid is allowed to flow. The resulting two PDEs are given by

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} + \vec{\nabla} \cdot \left[ b(\vec{v} + \vec{v}_c) - \mu \vec{\nabla} b \right] = Yq \frac{s}{s + k_s} b - kb
\] (2.1)

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \vec{\nabla} \cdot (s\vec{v} - D\vec{\nabla} s) = -q \frac{s}{s + k_s} b
\] (2.2)

where \( b \) is the bacterial concentration, \( s \) is the substrate concentration, \( \vec{v} \) is the pore-water velocity, \( \vec{v}_c \) is the chemotactic velocity, \( \mu \) is the random motility coefficient of the bacteria, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of the substrate, \( q \) is the maximum reaction rate, \( k_s \) is the half-saturation coefficient, \( Y \) is the yield coefficient, and \( k \) is the decay rate.

The chemotactic velocity is assumed to depend on the concentration of the substrate and its gradient, and can be described by the model derived by Rivero et al. [47]:

\[
\vec{v}_c = \frac{2v_s}{3} \tanh \left( \frac{\chi_0 K_d}{2v_s (K_d + s)^2} \right) \frac{\vec{\nabla} s}{|\vec{\nabla} s|}
\] (2.3)

where \( v_s \) is the bacterial swimming speed, \( K_d \) is a dissociation constant, and \( \chi_0 \) is the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient. This model is valid also for large gradients of chemoattractant concentration and ensures that the population velocity \( \vec{v}_c \) does not exceed the bacterial swimming speed. Although the motility of bacteria is affected by fluid velocity, we neglect this interference due to the small fluid velocity gradients and small hydrodynamic...
stresses in our study [30].

Like Long and Hilpert [29], we first nondimensionalize the transport equations (4.23) and (4.24). To that end, we introduce a typical length \( \Delta x \) [mm], a typical velocity \( v_0 \) [mm/s], a typical bacterial concentration \( b_0 \) [cfu/ml], and a typical substrate concentration \( s_0 \) [g/ml]. Then the transport equations become

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{b}}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot (\hat{b} \hat{v} + \hat{b}_c) = \frac{1}{\text{Pe}_b} \hat{\nabla}^2 \hat{b} + \hat{Y} \hat{r}_s - \hat{k} \hat{b} \\
\frac{\partial \hat{s}}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot (\hat{s} \hat{v}) = \frac{1}{\text{Pe}_s} \hat{\nabla}^2 \hat{s} - \hat{r}_s
\]

where \( \hat{b} = b/b_0, \hat{s} = s/s_0, \hat{t} = tv_0/\Delta x, \hat{\nabla} = \Delta x \nabla, \hat{v} = \bar{v}/v_0, \hat{v}_c = \bar{v}_c/v_0, \hat{Y} = Ys_0/b_0, \hat{k} = k\Delta x/v_0, \hat{r}_s = \hat{q}\hat{s}\hat{b}/(\hat{s} + \hat{k}_s), \hat{k}_s = k_s/s_0, \hat{q} = qb_0\Delta x/s_0v_0, \) and

\[
\text{Pe}_b = \frac{\Delta x v_0}{\mu}, \quad \text{Pe}_s = \frac{\Delta x v_0}{D}
\]

are lattice Peclet numbers with respect to the bacteria and the substrate, respectively.

2.3.2 Lattice-Boltzmann model for chemotaxis

In lattice-Boltzmann (LB) modeling, both the bacteria and the substrate are represented by particles which live on a numerical lattice. These particles can move from the nodes of the lattice to adjacent nodes, and the particles collide and react with each other at the nodes. At each lattice node \( \vec{x}_j \) and for each discrete time \( t_n \), distribution functions
\( f_{b,i}(\vec{x}_j, t_n) \) and \( f_{s,i}(\vec{x}_j, t_n) \) are defined and are proportional to the number of particles that have a lattice velocity \( \vec{e}_i \), which connects a lattice site to its neighboring ones.

In the SRT-LBM, the distribution functions approach local equilibrium through a single relaxation time \([7]\). This method has been widely implemented due to its simplicity. However, it suffers from well-known deficiencies, such as the dependence of the pore boundary locations on the viscosity, and it is prone to numerical instability \([17]\). By contrast, the distribution functions in the MRT-LBM approach local equilibrium through multiple relaxation times. The MRT-LBM can overcome the deficiencies of the SRT-LBM and achieve “optimal” stability by tuning the relaxation times \([10]\).

For 3D simulations, three types of cubic lattice models that differ in the number of lattice vectors (allowed particle velocities) have been widely used: the fifteen (D3Q15), nineteen (D3Q19), and twenty-seven (D3Q27) models \([46]\). The D3Q15 model is more prone to numerical instability, and the D3Q27 is more computationally intensive. Therefore, we selected the D3Q19 model, which provides a balance between computational reliability and efficiency \([35]\). The lattice is shown by Fig. 2.1, and its lattice velocities \( \vec{e}_i \) are given by

\[
(\vec{e}_1, \vec{e}_2, \ldots, \vec{e}_{19}) = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The particle distributions for the different velocities \( \vec{e}_i \) form a 19-dimensional vector.

Scale-up is achieved by relating the particle distribution functions to the continuum-scale
The MRT-LB equations for the bacteria and the substrate are given by

\[
\hat{b}(x_j, t_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{19} f_{b,i}(x_j, t_n) \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{s}(x_j, t_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{19} f_{s,i}(x_j, t_n) \quad (2.7)
\]

\[
|f_b(x_j + \delta \vec{e}_i, t_n + \delta)\rangle = |f_b(x_j, t_n)\rangle - M^{-1} S_b \left[ |m_b(x_j, t_n)\rangle - |m_b^0(x_j, t_n)\rangle \right] + |R_b(x_j, t_n)\rangle \quad (2.8)
\]

\[
|f_s(x_j + \delta \vec{e}_i, t_n + \delta)\rangle = |f_s(x_j, t_n)\rangle - M^{-1} S_s \left[ |m_s(x_j, t_n)\rangle - |m_s^0(x_j, t_n)\rangle \right] + |R_s(x_j, t_n)\rangle \quad (2.9)
\]

We used the "bra-ket" notation for the 19-dimensional column vectors, i.e.,
\[ |f_\sigma(x_j, t_n)\rangle = (f_{\sigma,1}(x_j, t_n), f_{\sigma,2}(x_j, t_n), \ldots, f_{\sigma,19}(x_j, t_n))^T \]
\[ |m_\sigma(x_j, t_n)\rangle = (m_{\sigma,1}(x_j, t_n), m_{\sigma,2}(x_j, t_n), \ldots, m_{\sigma,19}(x_j, t_n))^T \]
\[ |m_0(x_j, t_n)\rangle = (m_{0,1}(x_j, t_n), m_{0,2}(x_j, t_n), \ldots, m_{0,19}(x_j, t_n))^T \]
\[ |R_\sigma(x_j, t_n)\rangle = (R_{\sigma,1}(x_j, t_n), R_{\sigma,2}(x_j, t_n), \ldots, R_{\sigma,19}(x_j, t_n))^T, \]

where the superscript \( T \) indicates the transposition of a row vector into a column vector, and \( \sigma \) denotes \( b \) or \( s \). In Eqs. (2.8) and (3.14), the term on the left-hand-side and the first term on the right-hand-side describe travel steps, during which the particles travel with a velocity \( \vec{e}_i \) from one lattice node to its adjacent lattice nodes, where \( \delta \) is the dimensionless lattice spacing. The second and third terms on the right-hand-side describe collisions of particles on each lattice site. \( M \) is a \( 19 \times 19 \) transformation matrix that allows calculating the hydrodynamic moments from the particle distribution function via \( |m\rangle = M |f\rangle \). In the Appendix, we show how to construct \( M \) following methods developed for fluid flow [10].

The corresponding 19 moments of \( |m\rangle \) are the following: the mass density \( (m_1 = C) \), the kinetic energy \( (m_2 = e) \), the kinetic energy squared \( (m_3 = \psi = e^2) \), the momentum \( (m_{4,6,8} = j_{x,y,z}) \), the energy flux \( (m_{5,7,9} = q_{x,y,z}) \), the symmetric traceless viscous stress tensor \( (m_{10} = 3p_{xx}, m_{11} = 3\pi_{xx}, m_{12} = p_{ww} = p_{yy} - p_{zz}, m_{13} = \pi_{ww}, m_{14,15,16} = p_{xy,yz,zx}, \) where \( p_{xx} + p_{yy} + p_{zz} = 0, \pi_{xx} \) is a function of free parameter \( w_{xx} \), and \( \pi_{ww} \) is a function of \( p_{ww} \)\), and the antisymmetric third-order moment \( (m_{17,18,19} = m_{x,y,z}) \). The moment vector is arranged in the following order:
\[ |m\rangle = (C, e, \psi, j_x, q_x, j_y, q_y, j_z, q_z, 3p_{xx}, 3\pi_{xx}, \pi_{ww}, p_{xy}, p_{yz}, p_{xz}, m_x, m_y, m_z)^T \]

Accordingly, appropriate equilibrium moments must be specified in order for a LB model to represent a given transport phenomenon. We define

\[ |m^{(0)}_b\rangle = (\hat{b}, -1.5\hat{b}, -\hat{b}, \hat{b}(\hat{v}_x + \hat{v}_{cx}), -\frac{7}{3}\hat{b}(\hat{v}_x + \hat{v}_{cy}), \hat{b}(\hat{v}_y + \hat{v}_{cy}), -\frac{7}{3}\hat{b}(\hat{v}_y + \hat{v}_{cz}), \hat{b}(\hat{v}_z + \hat{v}_{cz}), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)^T \]

\[ |m^{(0)}_s\rangle = (\hat{s}, -1.5\hat{s}, -\hat{s}, \hat{s}\hat{v}_x, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_x, \hat{s}\hat{v}_y, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_y, \hat{s}\hat{v}_z, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)^T \]

where \( \hat{v}_{x,y,z} \) and \( \hat{v}_{cx, cy, cz} \) are the dimensionless convective velocity and the dimensionless chemotactic velocity in the three Cartesian coordinate directions, respectively. We explain how to determine the \( |m^{(0)}_b\rangle \) and \( |m^{(0)}_s\rangle \) in the Appendix.

The \( S_b \) and \( S_s \) in Eqs. (2.8) and (3.14) are diagonal 19 \( \times \) 19 collision matrices, the elements of which can be chosen to match macroscopic diffusive behavior and achieve optimal solutions. In our simulations, we choose

\[ S_b = \text{diag}(0, 1, 1, \tau_b, 1, \tau_b, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) \]

\[ S_s = \text{diag}(0, 1, 1, \tau_s, 1, \tau_s, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) \]

where \( \tau_b \) and \( \tau_s \) are relaxation times, which are dependent of the diffusivities of the bacteria.
and the substrate, respectively,

\[
\tau_b = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{2}{\delta \text{Pe}_b}, \quad \tau_s = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{2}{\delta \text{Pe}_s}
\]  

(2.10)

The \( |R_b) \) and \( |R_s) \) in Eqs. (2.8) and (3.14) represent mass gain or loss due to microbial reactions, that is, the growth and decay of the bacteria and the consumption of the substrate in the present study,

\[
R_{b,i} = \delta Y \frac{\Delta x}{v_0} \frac{s_0 \dot{s}}{s_0 \dot{s} + k_s} f_{k,i} - k \frac{\Delta x}{v_0} f_{k,i}, \quad R_{s,i} = \delta \frac{\Delta x b_0 \dot{b}}{v_0 (s_0 \dot{s} + k_s)} f_{s,i}
\]  

(2.11)

When the the lattice spacing \( \delta \) approaches zero, the LB equations (2.8) and (3.14) approach the concentration fields of the continuum-scale equations (4.26) and (4.27). We present the elaborate derivation in the Appendix. In applications, one usually chooses \( \delta = 1 \), which means that the dimensional lattice spacing equals the typical length \( \Delta x \). Consequently, the LB equations become

\[
|f_b(x_j + \vec{e}_i, t_{n+1})| = |f_b(x_j, t_n)| - M^{-1} S_b \left[ |m_b(x_j, t_n)| - |m_b^0(x_j, t_n)| \right] + |R_b(x_j, t_n)|
\]

(2.12)

\[
|f_s(x_j + \vec{e}_i, t_{n+1})| = |f_s(x_j, t_n)| - M^{-1} S_s \left[ |m_s(x_j, t_n)| - |m_s^0(x_j, t_n)| \right] + |R_s(x_j, t_n)|
\]

(2.13)

We validated the MRT-LBM by comparing simulation results with experiments by Pedit et al. [45]. In these experiments, capillary tubes, which contained a buffer solution
with an initially uniformly distributed chemoattractant, were dipped into a reservoir containing a bacterial suspension. Similar to the Adler [1]’s experiment, bacteria entered the tube to form a traveling band. Figure 2.2 shows that the simulation results agree well with the experiments, in which the number of cells that accumulated in the tube was measured as a function of time. More details about the validation procedure can be found in Long and Hilpert [29], who used the same experiments to validate their SRT model.

We also compared simulation results between our MRT model and Long and Hilpert [29]’s SRT model for different spatial resolutions $\Delta x$. In order to save CPU time, we chose a one-dimensional (1D) domain with length 20mm for simulations. A slug of the bacteria with length 1 mm was initially injected from the left into this domain, and the substrate was uniformly distributed. The bacteria consumed the substrate and formed a band, which moved toward the higher substrate concentration. Figure 2.3 shows the difference between the average bacterial traveling distance (first moment of concentration profile) simulated by our MRT model and by Long and Hilpert [29]’s SRT model for a fixed time and different spatial resolutions. The MRT-LBM and SRT-LBM converge to the same average traveling distance, $\bar{x} = 8.45$ mm, as we refine the grid. However, the MRT model can attain a better numerical stability than the corresponding SRT model (with the same lattice) as will be described below.
2.4 Simulation results

2.4.1 Effects of substrate diffusion on bacterial bands

All simulations presented in this work are based on the parameter values shown in Table 4.2. Change of parameter values will be highlighted in the text. The $b_0$ and $s_0$ in Table 4.2 are initial concentrations of the bacteria and the substrate, respectively, and are used to nondimensionalize Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24). The bacterial swimming speed $v_s$ is used as the typical velocity for nondimensionalization. Note that the MRT-LBM can simulate microbial processes with production and death, although no bacterial growth and decay occurs in this study.

Bacterial chemotaxis was first simulated in a 1D region with length 100 mm. The spatial resolution was $\Delta x = 0.04$ mm, and it was used as the typical length for nondimensionalization.
Figure 2.3: Difference between averaged bacterial traveling distance simulated by our MRT model and by Long and Hilpert [29]’s SRT model after 4.6 hrs under different spatial resolutions $\Delta x$ ($\Delta x_0 = 0.04$ mm). The averaged traveling distance is $\bar{x} = 8.45$ mm.

Table 2.1: Parameter values for the chemotactic system that we simulated are based on the work by Marx and Aitken [33] and Pedit et al. [45].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^6$ cfu/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_0$</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-2}$ g/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$7.5 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$7.9 \times 10^{-13}$ g/cfu/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_c$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_d$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^{-3}$ g/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_s$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-4}$ g/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_0$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_s$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dimensionalization. In the beginning, the substrate was uniformly distributed, and a 10 mm-long slug of bacteria was introduced on the left side of the domain. A no-flux boundary condition was prescribed at $x = 0$. The evolution of the bacteria was simulated for
two different diffusion coefficients $D$. Fig. 2.4 shows that the bacterial bands are much narrower and move more quickly for $D = 7.5 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$/s than for $D = 7.5 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s. The smaller $D$ results in a larger gradient of substrate concentration and thus a larger chemotactic velocity as well as a faster band speed.

For the case of negligible substrate diffusion, Long and Hilpert [28] derived that the necessary and sufficient condition for the presence of bacterial bands was $\lambda > 1$ where

$$\lambda = \frac{\chi_0}{\mu} \quad (2.14)$$

is a dimensionless number which compares the biased bacterial movement due to chemotaxis with the diffusion-like movement due to random motility. In this paper, we determine the critical $\lambda$ value, above which a bacterial band is formed from an initial bacterial slug,
as a function of the substrate diffusion coefficient $D$. We varied $D$ by four orders of magnitude. As shown in Table 2.2, the critical $\lambda$ decreases and approaches one as $D$ decreases. Therefore bacterial bands form more easily in a system with less substrate diffusion.

Table 2.2: The critical $\lambda$ values for forming bacterial bands for different substrate diffusion coefficients $D$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D$ (cm$^2$/s)</th>
<th>$7.5 \times 10^{-5}$</th>
<th>$7.5 \times 10^{-6}$</th>
<th>$7.5 \times 10^{-7}$</th>
<th>$7.5 \times 10^{-8}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2 Effects of initial bacterial concentration and uniform flow on spherical bacterial bands

We simulated the formation of bands due to injection of a ball of bacteria with radius 1.5 mm into a cuboid domain with a size $45 \times 30 \times 30$ mm$^3$. Flow was potentially applied along the longest dimension of this domain. The ball was centered along the longitudinal axis. The substrate was initially uniformly distributed. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. The spatial resolution was $\Delta x = 0.2$ mm. First, we studied stagnant flow and used the initial bacterial concentration $b_0$ from Table 4.2. Fig. 2.5a illustrates that no bacterial band is observed and that the bacteria spread out in a diffusion-like manner. When using a higher initial bacterial concentration, $b_0 = 1 \times 10^8$ cfu/ml, the bacteria form an expanding shell (or band) as shown in Fig. 2.5b. The peak concentration of the band decreases quickly since the bacteria diffuse radially both inward and outward.
Figure 2.5c presents the position of the right bacterial peak in Fig. 2.5b. The results show that the traveling bacterial band moves outward while decreasing its speed and eventually disappearing after 3.5 hrs, because the replenishment of the substrate from outside of the bacterial shell decreases the gradient of the substrate concentration quickly. Eventually, diffusion becomes the sole transport mechanism for the bacteria, whereas chemotaxis has no effect. Therefore, a sufficiently high initial number of bacteria is necessary for forming a bacterial shell, and this bacterial shell caused by chemotaxis in a 3D geometry disappears more quickly than 1D.

We also considered uniform fluid flow along the longitudinal direction with a speed $4.6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s. Figure 2.6 shows that the same concentration distributions are observed as for the stagnant flow, except that the bacteria and the substrate move downstream along with the flow. Thus the uniform velocity does not affect the formation and shape of bacterial bands. This behavior is also expected according to the Galilean invariance of the governing equations (4.23) and (4.24) for a uniform pore-water velocity $\vec{v}$.

### 2.4.3 Effects of hydrodynamic dispersion on bacterial bands

In this section, we examine the impact of hydrodynamic dispersion on bacterial bands in a round tube with radius $R = 0.05$ mm and length $L = 100$ mm. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. The spatial resolution was $\Delta x = 0.01$ mm. As illustrated in Fig. 2.7, a 10 mm-long bacterial slug was injected into the tube in which the substrate was uniformly distributed. The slug occupied the cylindrical region defined by $30$ mm $\leq x \leq$
Figure 2.5: Simulations of 3D traveling bands originating from a bacterial ball with different initial bacterial concentrations. The fluid is stagnant. (a) and (b): Normalized concentration profiles along the longitudinal axis for $b_0 = 4 \times 10^6$ cfu/ml and $b_0 = 1 \times 10^8$ cfu/ml, respectively. Solid lines denote the bacteria and dash lines denote the substrate. The same color stands for the same time moment for the bacteria and the substrate. (c) Positions of the right bacterial peak shown in (b) as a function of time.

Figure 2.6: Normalized concentration profiles along the longitudinal axis for $b_0 = 1 \times 10^8$ cfu/ml. The fluid flows with a speed $4.6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s. Solid lines denote the bacteria and dash lines denote the substrate. The same color stands for the same time moment for the bacteria and the substrate.
40 mm. Five cases with different Peclet numbers, $\text{Pe} = 2Rv/\mu$, were simulated by varying the pore-water velocity $v$ (see Table 2.3).

Figure 2.7: Initial normalized concentration profiles for the bacteria and the substrate along the centerline of the tube in which a parabolic velocity profile is established.

Figure 2.8 shows concentration profiles for the bacteria and the substrate for $\text{Pe} = 0, 0.1$ and $1$, the Peclet numbers for which two traveling bacterial bands could be observed. Here we focus our discussion on the bacterial bands caused by chemotaxis and pay less attention to the band that travels downstream due to convection and diffusion. The latter band occurs no matter whether the bacteria perform chemotaxis or not and no matter how strong the dispersion is. For $\text{Pe} = 0$, two symmetric bacterial bands occur. They consume the substrate and move toward regions with high substrate concentration. When $t = 23.1$ hrs, the measured speed of the band is $c_{\text{meas}} = 1.20 \times 10^{-5}$ cm/s, which agrees reasonably well with an analytical result derived by Long and Hilpert [28]:

$$c_{\text{ana}} = \frac{qN_b}{\phi(s_0 - s(\xi_{\text{min}}) + k_s \ln \frac{s_0}{s(\xi_{\text{min}})})} = 1.77 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm/s}$$

(2.15)

where $\xi_{\text{min}}$ is the location of the local minimum of the bacterial concentration, $N_b$ is the number of bacteria per cross-sectional area inside the band, and $\phi$ is the tortuosity (which
equals one in a bulk fluid). For Pe = 0.1, although one might expect all bacteria to move downstream along with the flow, two approximately symmetrical bacterial bands form and move downstream and upstream, respectively. For Pe = 1, both bacterial bands move downstream because of the convection. The shapes of bacterial bands are similar for the small Peclet numbers, and the peak concentration values of these bands decrease with time.

For Pe = 10, two bands initially form and propagate downstream. The downstream band is much more populated than the upstream one, which disappears soon due to hydrodynamic dispersion (Fig. 2.9a). For comparison, we also simulated transport of non-chemotactic bacteria under otherwise the same conditions. Fig. 2.9b shows that only one band advects downstream with the average fluid velocity, which is smaller than the velocity of the downstream band in case of chemotaxis.

For Pe = 30, no bacterial band is formed by chemotaxis (see Fig. 2.10). Both the bacteria and the substrate undergo convective transport. A sole bacterial band propagates downstream with the average pore-water velocity and spreads out quickly due to hydrodynamic dispersion. The effective diffusion coefficient in the tube can be estimated by Taylor dispersion theory, $\mu_{\text{eff}} = \mu \left(1 + \frac{\text{Pe}^2}{192}\right)$. When the Peclet number is large, the impact of chemotaxis, which does not depend on Pe, is negligible when compared with the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion, which increases with the square of Pe.

We analyzed the above findings by generalizing the dimensionless number $\lambda$ according to Eq. (3.9), which has been developed for stagnant flow conditions. We replace the $\mu$
Figure 2.8: Concentration profiles of the bacteria (left) and substrate (right) along the centerline of the tube as a function of time for different Peclet numbers. Concentrations are normalized by the initial concentrations. (a) Pe = 0, (b) Pe = 0.1, and (c) Pe = 1.
Figure 2.9: (a) Concentration profiles (normalized by the initial concentrations) along the centerline of the tube after the chemotactic bacteria are injected into the domain for times $t = 4.6$ hrs and $6.4$ hrs. (b) Profiles if non-chemotactic bacteria are injected into the domain for $t = 6.4$ hrs. In both simulations, $Pe = 10$.

by the effective diffusion coefficient $\mu_{\text{eff}}$, which accounts for both random motility and hydrodynamic dispersion, to define $\lambda$ as follows:

$$\lambda = \frac{\chi_0}{\mu_{\text{eff}}}$$

(2.16)

This dimensionless number compares the biased movement of bacteria due to chemotaxis with the diffusion-like movement of bacteria due to random motility and hydrodynamic dispersion. Table 2.3 shows the $\lambda$-values for different Peclet numbers. Fig. 2.11 presents the corresponding shapes of bacterial bands at $t = 11.6$ hrs. As $\lambda$ decreases, that is, as
Figure 2.10: Concentration profiles (normalized by the initial concentrations) along the centerline of the tube at $t = 5.2$ hrs when $Pe = 30$.

Hydrodynamic dispersion increases, the difference between the downstream and upstream bands increases. The downstream band first disappears as $\lambda$ decreases; eventually both bands disappear. In the simulations presented here, the bacteria form two approximately symmetric bands when $\lambda \geq 56$, one band when $\lambda = 37$, and no band when $\lambda \leq 10$.

Therefore, $\lambda$ can be used to predict the formation and shape of bacterial bands.

Table 2.3: The $\lambda$ value defined in Eq. (2.16) varies with the Peclet number and predicts the formation of bacterial bands caused by chemotaxis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v$ (cm/s)</th>
<th>$Pe$</th>
<th>$\mu_{eff}$ (cm$^2$/s)</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pe$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also simulated the transport and fate of the bacteria and the substrate for larger Peclet numbers by using both MRT model and the corresponding SRT model with the same lattice. We found that both the MRT and SRT models became numerical unstable when $Pe$ exceeds 32. However, the MRT model achieved stable solution even though $Pe$ equals 35 when we set the collision matrices $S_b$ as $\text{diag}(0, 0.2, 0.2, \tau_b, 1, \tau_b, 1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2)$ and $S_s$ as $\text{diag}(0, 0.2, 0.2, \tau_s, 1, \tau_s, 1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2)$. Therefore, the MRT model can attain a better numerical
Figure 2.11: Concentration profiles (normalized by initial concentrations) along the centerline of the tube at $t = 11.6$ hrs for different Peclet numbers: (a) $\text{Pe} = 0$; (b) $\text{Pe} = 0.1$; (c) $\text{Pe} = 1$; (d) $\text{Pe} = 10$; and (e) $\text{Pe} = 30$.

stability than the corresponding SRT model if we choose appropriate collision matrices.
2.4.4 Bacterial chemotaxis in two-dimensional porous media

In order to explore the effects of hydrodynamic dispersion on bacterial bands in topologically more complex porous media, we performed simulations in a quasi-2D porous medium that represents a microfluidic device used to examine bacterial transport in porous media [51]. The device contained a square array of cylindrical grains of diameter 0.3 mm and pore-throat size 0.05 mm. The length and width of the porous medium domain were 18.2 mm and 6.12 mm, respectively. An injection port, where no grains were present, was located 2.45 mm downstream from the left primary inlet of the flow cell (see Fig. 2.12). The porosity of this device was $\epsilon = 0.42$. In our simulations, the bacteria were initially injected into the micromodel through the injection port, and the substrate was uniformly distributed.

We studied bacterial migration and substrate consumption under different initial bacterial concentrations and Darcy velocities $w$. As a control, we also performed simulations for which we assumed that the bacteria were not chemotactic. Table 2.4 presents the simulation schemes. Fig. 2.12 show the simulated concentration fields of the bacteria (left) and the substrate (right) after 0.26 hrs for five cases. Substrate removal is strongly correlated to the concentration and migration of the bacteria, which in turn depend on microorganisms survival and substrate bioavailability. Fig. 2.12a shows that no bacterial band is formed and little substrate is degraded for the base case (Case 1). In Case 2, a larger initial bacterial concentration, $b_0 = 4 \times 10^8$ cfu/ml, is used. Fig. 2.12b shows that a bacterial ring is formed which moves outward to regions with high substrate concentra-
tion due to chemotaxis. The results are consistent with the conclusion drawn from the simulations of spherical bacterial band that sufficient bacteria are necessary for generating a band by chemotaxis. This larger initial bacterial concentration is used in all following cases such that the initial bacterial concentration is not a limiting factor for forming a band. Case 3 uses a smaller Darcy velocity, while Case 4 uses a larger one. Fig. 2.12c shows that the bacteria form a ring when the velocity is small. In contrast to Case 2, which used an intermediate Darcy velocity, a portion of bacteria inside the ring moves upstream in Case 3, that is, the population-scale chemotactic velocity $v_c$ exceeds the flow velocity. When the flow velocity is larger (Case 4), no bacterial band is observed due to the increased hydrodynamic dispersion and the bacteria are advected downstream along with the flow, which are shown in Fig. 2.12d. We also simulated Case 4, except that we assumed the bacteria to be non-chemotactic ($\chi_0 = 0$). Then no band was observed (results not shown). Therefore in Case 4, chemotaxis did not obviously promote the removal of the substrate due to the strong hydrodynamic dispersion. In Case 5, all parameters are the same as in Case 2 except that the bacteria is non-chemotactic ($\chi_0 = 0$). Fig. 2.12e shows that no band is observed and the bacteria move around due to convection, diffusion, and dispersion. Both the size of the domain in which substrate has been degraded and the amount of removed substrate are smaller in Case 5 than in Case 2. The results demonstrate that bacterial chemotaxis can result in traveling bands when the initial bacterial concentration is sufficiently high and hydrodynamic dispersion is weak. These bands can significantly improve substrate consumption (biodegradation).
Table 2.4: Cases simulated in the 2D porous medium. We varied the initial bacterial concentration $b_0$, the Darcy velocity $w$, and the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient $\chi_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$b_0$ (cfu/ml)</th>
<th>$w$ (cm/day)</th>
<th>$\chi_0$ (cm$^2$/s)</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also calculated $\lambda$ values for cases 2-4 in Table 2.4 when $b_0 = 4.0 \times 10^8$ cfu/ml.

Singh and Olson [51] measured the apparent transversal dispersivity and the tortuosity of the bacteria: $\alpha_T = 0.0048$ mm and $\phi = 1.57$. Unfortunately the longitudinal dispersivity was not measured. We empirically assume that the apparent longitudinal dispersivity, $\alpha_L$, is ten-fold of the apparent transversal dispersivity such that $\alpha_L = 0.0048$ cm, because analysis of solute dispersion experiments in porous media suggests that $0.01 \alpha_L < \alpha_T < 0.2 \alpha_L$ [31]. We can therefore estimate an effective dispersion coefficient of the bacteria: $\mu_{eff} = \mu/\phi + \alpha_L \overline{v}$, where $\overline{v}$ is the average pore-water velocity ($\overline{v} = w/\epsilon$). Figure 2.12 illustrates that the bacterial chemotaxis strengthens with an increase in $\lambda$ and results in a band when $\lambda \geq 25$.

2.5 Summary and discussion

Traveling bacterial bands that form due to chemotaxis are capable of improving the removal of contaminants in porous media even though flow occurs. The present paper investigates the effects of different factors on the formation, shape, and propagation of
Figure 2.12: Concentration distributions of the bacteria (left) and the substrate (right) normalized by the initial concentrations 0.26 hrs after the bacteria were injected in the hole for different cases: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4, and (e) Case 5.
such bands.

(1) A small substrate diffusion coefficient is necessary to allow for the formation of bacterial bands. A large diffusion coefficient leads to a small gradient in substrate concentration as well as to a small chemotactic velocity. As a result, the diffusion-like motion of the bacteria due to their random motility will overcome the biased motion due to chemotaxis, and therefore no band forms.

(2) A sufficiently high initial number of bacteria is required to form bacterial bands. When the initial bacterial concentration is too small, the metabolism-generated gradient of substrate concentration is not large enough to create bacterial bands. Therefore, it is necessary to inject enough bacteria when contaminant degradation via bacterial bands is sought.

(3) The spatial dimensionality of the bands significantly affects their fate. Spherical bacterial bands stop moving and disappear more quickly than 1D bands, because the bacteria are diluted more quickly as a band/shell expands outward and because metabolism-generated gradients in substrate concentration are weakened due to increased substrate replenishment in the 3D geometry.

(4) A uniform flow velocity has no impact on the formation and shape of bacterial bands while shear flow does. For laminar shear flow in a round tube, one can observe the following trends: For stagnant flow two symmetric bands form. For a nonzero but sufficiently small Peclet number, one can still observe two distinct traveling bands. However, for a further increase in the Peclet number, only the downstream band survives. When
the Peclet number becomes too large, hydrodynamic dispersion will overcome chemotaxis and no band forms.

(5) Bacterial bands move both upstream and downstream when the Darcy velocity in porous media is small, but they disappear when the Darcy velocity becomes large. The comparison between simulations with chemotactic and non-chemotactic bacteria suggests that bacterial chemotaxis is able to improve the removal of contaminants.

(6) The ratio of the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient to the effective diffusion coefficient of the bacteria, $\lambda$, can be used to predict the formation and shape of bacterial bands. Band formation is observed when $\lambda$ exceeds a critical value that is dependent of the diffusivity of the substrate and the spatial dimensionality of the band.

(7) When seeking to enhance contaminant biodegradation through bacterial chemotaxis, we need to ensure that the diffusivity of the contaminant is small, the initial bacteria concentration is sufficiently high, and hydrodynamic dispersion is weak.

(8) The MRT-LBM can attain a better numerical stability than the corresponding SRT-LBM, which allows the MRT model to be applied to a wider range of reactive transport problems in subsurface environments; however, the stability of the MRT-LBM is dependent of the exact parameterization of the collision matrix. Moreover, although Pan et al. [41] reported that the MRT model for fluid flow used about 10 to 20% more CPU time than the SRT model, our MRT method uses about 10% less CPU time than the SRT method. A possible explanation is that computing the equilibrium moments in our MRT model requires less CPU time than in the MRT model for fluid flow, because
our equilibrium moment vector contains more zero elements, which do not need to be computed. Therefore, we recommend using the MRT method.

(9) In our simulations, the bacteria neither grow nor decay, therefore no net production occurs. However, growth and death significantly influence the removal efficiency of contaminants. Yan et al. [58] studied the coupled effects of bacterial growth and chemotaxis on bacterial migration and contaminant biodegradation. The interactions between growth and chemotaxis are capable of significantly accelerating the removal of contaminants.

(10) Our study can also be linked to studies on chemotaxis in turbulent flows. Fenchel [13] stated that bacterial bands cannot be observed in oceans due to turbulent mixing. Taylor and Stocker [52], however, showed in simulations that weak turbulence can be beneficial to chemotactic bacteria, because the turbulence stirs around the chemoattractant which then becomes more available to the bacteria. Since turbulent mixing is to some degree similar to mixing in porous media through hydrodynamic dispersion, it would be interesting to examine the effects of the substrate diffusion coefficient and initial bacterial concentration on chemotaxis and in particular on traveling bacterial bands in turbulent flows.

### 2.6 Appendix A: Chapman-Enskog expansion

Here we present the elaborate derivation that shows the LB equations (2.8) and (3.14) approximate solutions to the continuum-scale equations (4.26) and (4.27) via a Chapman-Enskog expansion [34]. To simplify the notation, we first consider a generic reactive and
chemotactic species that could represent either bacteria or substrate. For the special case of a substrate, \( \hat{v}_c = 0 \) is used. We also set the reaction terms to zero, \( R_{b,s} = 0 \). The case of \( R_{b,s} \neq 0 \) can be dealt with as described by Hilpert [19].

The generic MRT-LB equation can be written as

\[
|f(x_j + \delta e_i, t_n + \delta)\rangle = |f(x_j, t_n)\rangle - \Omega \left[ |f(x_j, t_n)\rangle - |f^{(0)}(x_j, t_n)\rangle \right] 
\]

(2.17)

where \( \Omega \) is the collision matrix in particle space. In order to recover the MRT-LB equations (2.8) and (3.14), one just needs to insert the identity matrix \( M^{-1}M \) behind \( \Omega \), and then obtains

\[
|f(x_j + \delta e_i, t_n + \delta)\rangle = |f(x_j, t_n)\rangle - M^{-1}S \left[ |m(x_j, t_n)\rangle - |m^{(0)}(x_j, t_n)\rangle \right] 
\]

(2.18)

where \( S = M\Omega M^{-1} \) is the collision matrix in moment space. This matrix is constructed to be diagonal,

\[
S = diag(s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, s_6, s_7, s_8, s_9, s_{10}, s_{11}, s_{12}, s_{13}, s_{14}, s_{15}, s_{16}, s_{17}, s_{18}, s_{19})
\]

In order to relate Eq. (2.17) to a macroscopic equation, we apply a Taylor-series
expansion to the particle distribution function $f$,

$$f_i(\vec{x} + \vec{e}_i \delta, t + \delta) - f_i(\vec{x}, t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\delta^n}{n!} \left[ \vec{e}_i \cdot \nabla + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \right]^n f_i(\vec{x}, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

and further expand the particle distribution function

$$f_i = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \delta^n f_i^{(n)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)

and the time derivative

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \delta^n \frac{\partial}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

We ensure that the expansion conserves mass locally by requiring that

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} f_i^{(n)} = C^{(n)} = \begin{cases} C & \text{for } n = 0 \\ 0 & \text{for } n > 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

where $C$ is the dimensionless concentration of the bacteria or substrate, and $N$ is the number of lattice vectors. By substituting Eqs. (2.19-2.21) into the LB equation (2.17), we obtain

$$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\delta^n}{n!} \left[ \vec{e}_i \cdot \nabla + \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \delta^m \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \right]^n \sum_{p=0}^{\infty} \delta^p f_i^{(p)} = -\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \delta^n \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Omega_{ij} f_j^{(n)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

Let us order this equation after powers of $\delta$ and assume that the coefficients of the $\delta^n$
vanish. To the first order of $\delta$, we obtain

$$\left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \vec{e}_i \cdot \vec{\nabla} \right] f_i^{(0)} = - \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Omega_{ij} f_j^{(1)} \quad (2.24)$$

To the second order of $\delta$, we obtain

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} f_i^{(0)} + \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \vec{e}_i \cdot \vec{\nabla} \right) \left[ f_i^{(1)} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Omega_{ij} f_j^{(1)} \right] = - \sum_{j=1}^{N} \Omega_{ij} f_j^{(2)} \quad (2.25)$$

Multiplying Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) by the transformation matrix $M$ converts them into moment space:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} |m^{(0)}\rangle + \sum_{\alpha} A^{(\alpha)} \vec{\nabla}_{\alpha} |m^{(0)}\rangle = -S |m^{(1)}\rangle \quad (2.26)$$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} |m^{(0)}\rangle + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2}S \right) |m^{(1)}\rangle + \sum_{\alpha} A^{(\alpha)} \vec{\nabla}_{\alpha} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2}S \right) |m^{(1)}\rangle = -S |m^{(2)}\rangle \quad (2.27)$$

Here $A^{(\alpha)}$ is a constant $N \times N$ matrix, which is defined for all Cartesian directions $\alpha$ and the components of which are given by

$$A^{(\alpha)}_{pq} = \sum_{i} M_{pi} \bar{e}_{i,\alpha} M_{iq}^{-1} \quad (2.28)$$

where $\bar{e}_{i,\alpha}$ is the $\alpha$th Cartesian component of the $i$th lattice vector.

For the D3Q19 model, the lattice vectors are
\[ (\vec{e}_1, \vec{e}_2, \ldots, \vec{e}_{19}) = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix} \]

We used methods from d’Humières et al. [10]’s paper to construct the transformation matrix \( M \), although we selected a different order of the lattice vectors in order to simplify numerical implementation.
This matrix transfers the particle distribution function $f$ to the hydrodynamic moment vector $|m\rangle$,

$$|m\rangle = M|f\rangle = (C, e, \psi, j_x, q_x, j_y, q_y, j_z, q_z, 3p_{xx}, 3\pi_{xx}, p_{ww}, \pi_{ww}, p_{xy}, p_{yz}, p_{xz}, m_x, m_y, m_z)^T$$

We only consider the first, fourth, sixth, and eighth moments, which represent the concentration and the mass flux density in the continuum-scale equations (4.26) and (4.27).

Since $\vec{e}_i$ and $M$ are now known, we can calculate the three $A^{(\alpha)}$ matrices according to Eq. (2.28),

$$A^{(e)} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 21/5 & 19/5 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
10/19 & 1/57 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 4/63 & 10/63 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -2/9 & 5/9 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 6/5 & -1/5 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2/5 & 1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2/5 & 1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}$
\[ \Delta^{(y)} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
10/19 & 1/57 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/6 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 4/63 & 10/63 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/9 & −5/18 & −1/3 & 5/6 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −3/5 & 1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −3/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −3/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3/5 & −1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2/5 & 1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2/5 & 1/10 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/2 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1/3 & −1/6 & −1/3 & −1/6 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & −1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \]
Now we evaluate the first component of Eq. (2.26) and get

\[
\frac{\partial_0 C^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial j_x^{(0)}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial j_y^{(0)}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial j_z^{(0)}}{\partial z} = 0
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

where \( C^{(0)} = C \). To ensure that this first-order mass balance equation describes the advective transport of the concentration \( C \), the equilibrium mass flux vector must be given by

\[
\vec{j}^{(0)} = C(\hat{\vec{v}} + \hat{\vec{v}_c})
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

where \( \hat{\vec{v}} \) is the known dimensionless fluid velocity, and \( \hat{\vec{v}_c} \) is the dimensionless bacterial
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chemotactic velocity. For the substrate, \( \hat{v}_c = 0 \). The concentration change due to diffusion is quantified by the first component of Eq. (2.27),

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ (1 - \frac{1}{2}s_4) j_x^{(1)} \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ (1 - \frac{1}{2}s_6) j_y^{(1)} \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ (1 - \frac{1}{2}s_8) j_z^{(1)} \right] = 0 \tag{2.31}
\]

In order to determine \( j_x^{(1)}, j_y^{(1)} \) and \( j_z^{(1)} \), we evaluate the fourth, sixth, and eighth components of Eq. (2.26),

\[
\frac{\partial j_x^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} + p_{xx}^{(0)} \right) + \frac{\partial p_{yx}^{(0)}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial p_{xz}^{(0)}}{\partial z} = -s_4 j_x^{(1)} \tag{2.32}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial j_y^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{xx}^{(0)} + \frac{1}{2} p_{ww}^{(0)} \right) + \frac{\partial p_{yx}^{(0)}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial p_{yz}^{(0)}}{\partial z} = -s_6 j_y^{(1)} \tag{2.33}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial j_z^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{xx}^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{ww}^{(0)} \right) = -s_8 j_z^{(1)} \tag{2.34}
\]

By solving Eqs. (2.32), (2.33) and (2.34) for \( j_x^{(1)}, j_y^{(1)} \) and \( j_z^{(1)} \), and substituting the results into Eq. (2.31), we obtain

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left\{ \left( \frac{1}{s_4} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \left[ \frac{\partial j_x^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} + p_{xx}^{(0)} \right) + \frac{\partial p_{yx}^{(0)}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial p_{xz}^{(0)}}{\partial z} \right] \right\} \\
+ \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left\{ \left( \frac{1}{s_6} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \left[ \frac{\partial j_y^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{xx}^{(0)} + \frac{1}{2} p_{ww}^{(0)} \right) + \frac{\partial p_{yx}^{(0)}}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial p_{yz}^{(0)}}{\partial z} \right] \right\} \\
+ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left\{ \left( \frac{1}{s_8} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \left[ \frac{\partial j_z^{(0)}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{10}{19} C + \frac{1}{57} e^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{xx}^{(0)} - \frac{1}{2} p_{ww}^{(0)} \right) \right] \right\} \tag{2.35}
\]

In order to model isotropic diffusion, mixed spatial quantities must vanish, thus \( p_{xx}^{(0)} = p_{yy}^{(0)} = p_{ww}^{(0)} = 0 \). Furthermore, for the sake of symmetry, we set \( p_{xx}^{(0)} = p_{ww}^{(0)} = 0 \) and use
the same collision rates in all three Cartesian directions, \( s_4 = s_6 = s_8 := 1/\tau \). \( s_1 = 0 \) is required to ensure mass conservation. All other elements of \( S \) are free to choose, and they only affect numerical stability rather than mass conservation. The only remaining unknown parameter is \( e^{(0)} \). In order to obtain a similar expression for the relaxation time as the SRT-LB model, d'Humières et al. [10] chose \( e^{(0)} = -11C \) when applying the MRT-LB model to simulate a velocity field. However, this value makes our simulations unstable, which could be due to the fact that the momentum of neither the bacteria nor the chemoattractant is generally conserved. As a result, we choose \( e^{(0)} = -1.5C \), which has the best stability in our parameter tests. Therefore,

\[
\frac{\partial_1 C}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \tau - \frac{1}{2} \right) \hat{\nabla}^2 C + \left( \tau - \frac{1}{2} \right) \hat{\nabla} \cdot \frac{\partial_0 \tilde{j}^{(0)}}{\partial t}
\] (2.36)

Like Hilpert [19], we assume that the velocity fields, \( \hat{v} \) and \( \hat{v}_c \), vary slowly in both time and space dimension, such that \( \partial_0 \hat{v}/\partial t \approx 0 \), \( \partial_0 \hat{v}_c/\partial t \approx 0 \), \( \hat{\nabla} \cdot \hat{v} \approx 0 \), and \( \hat{\nabla} \cdot \hat{v}_c \approx 0 \). We can then use Eq. (2.29) to rewrite the mixed derivative on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.36), \( \hat{\nabla} \cdot \partial_0 \tilde{j}^{(0)}/\partial t = -||\hat{v} + \hat{v}_c||^2C \). By multiplying Eq. (2.36) by \( \delta \) and adding the result to Eq. (2.29), we obtain the transport equation accurate to second order,

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot C(\hat{v} + \hat{v}_c) = \hat{D} \hat{\nabla}^2 C - 2\hat{D}||\hat{v} + \hat{v}_c||^2\hat{\nabla}^2 C + O(\delta^2)
\] (2.37)
where

\[ \hat{D} = \delta \frac{1}{2} \left( \tau - \frac{1}{2} \right) \]  

(2.38)

In LBM simulations, one needs to guarantee \( ||\hat{\mathbf{v}} + \hat{\mathbf{v}}_c|| \ll 1 \), which can be achieved by choosing a suitable typical velocity to nondimensionalize the transport equation. Otherwise, the simulations become numerical unstable. Therefore, the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.37) is much smaller than the first term on the right-hand-side and can be ignored. When \( \delta \to 0 \), the LB model achieves solutions to the following dimensionless advection diffusion equation:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot C(\hat{\mathbf{v}} + \hat{\mathbf{v}}_c) = \hat{D} \hat{\nabla}^2 C
\]

(2.39)

where \( \hat{D} = 1/\text{Pe} \) as in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27). We still need to make choices for \( \psi^{(0)} \), \( q_{x,y,z}^{(0)} \) and \( m_{x,y,z}^{(0)} \). Like d’Humières et al. [10], we choose \( \psi^{(0)} = -C \), \( q_x^{(0)} = -7j_x^{(0)}/3 \), \( q_y^{(0)} = -7j_y^{(0)}/3 \), \( q_z^{(0)} = -7j_z^{(0)}/3 \), and \( m_{x,y,z}^{(0)} = 0 \). For clarity, we display the entire equilibrium moment vector of the bacteria and the substrate:

\[
|m_b^0\rangle = (\hat{b}, -1.5\hat{b}, -\hat{b}(\hat{v}_x + \hat{v}_{c,x}), -\frac{7}{3}\hat{b}(\hat{v}_x + \hat{v}_{c,x}), \hat{b}(\hat{v}_y + \hat{v}_{c,y}), -\frac{7}{3}\hat{b}(\hat{v}_y + \hat{v}_{c,y}), \\
\hat{b}(\hat{v}_z + \hat{v}_{c,z}), -\frac{7}{3}\hat{b}(\hat{v}_z + \hat{v}_{c,z}), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)\]  

\[
|m_s^0\rangle = (\hat{s}, -1.5\hat{s}, -\hat{s}, \hat{s}\hat{v}_x, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_x, \hat{s}\hat{v}_y, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_y, \hat{s}\hat{v}_z, -\frac{7}{3}\hat{s}\hat{v}_z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)\]  
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2.7 Appendix B: Accuracy analysis of multiple-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann method

To further analyze the order of accuracy of the MRT-LBM, we simulated pure diffusion of a chemical in a dilute solution and compared the simulation results to an analytical solution. In 1D, the problem is mathematically described by the following partial differential equation:

\[ \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} \]  (2.40)

where \( c \) is the concentration of the dissolved chemical. We chose the diffusion coefficient to be \( D = 5 \times 10^{-6} \). With periodic boundary condition, \( c(-\pi, t) = c(\pi, t) \) for \( t > 0 \), and the initial condition, \( c(x, 0) = e^{-x^2} \) for \( -\pi \leq x \leq \pi \), we obtained the following analytical solution via the method of separation of variables [8]:

\[ c(x, t) = \frac{i}{4\sqrt{\pi}} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-\frac{n^2}{4}} \left[ \text{erfi} \left( \frac{n}{2} - i\pi \right) - \text{erfi} \left( \frac{n}{2} + i\pi \right) \right] \cos(nx) e^{-n^2Dt} \]  (2.41)

where erfi is the imaginary error function, which can be defined in terms of the error function \( \text{erf}(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{0}^{x} e^{-t^2} dt \) through \( \text{erfi}(x) = -i \text{erf}(ix) \).

The MRT-LBM was used to simulate the diffusion problem, and simulation results were compared to the analytical solution. Figure 2.13 shows this comparison for different grid spacings \( \Delta x \). The findings illustrate that the simulation results agree well with the analytical solution.
Figure 2.13: Comparison of simulation results for different grid spacings against the analytical solution when $t = 50000$.

Since this problem has an analytical solution, we can evaluate the order of accuracy of the MRT-LBM by calculating the following average error:

$$
\epsilon = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |c_{i}^{\text{analytical}} - c_{i}^{\text{simulation}}|
$$

where $c_{i}$ is the concentration at grid nodes that discretize the domain and $N$ is the number of the nodes. The error is plotted as a function of the grid spacing in Figure 2.14. This error asymptotically approaches a slope of 2: the error is reduced by two orders of magnitude when the grid spacing is reduced one order of magnitude. Therefore, the MRT-LBM is a second-order scheme [14].

In the analysis, we used Matlab™ to calculate the analytical solution in Eq. (2.41).
Figure 2.14: Average error in the pure diffusion as a function of grid spacing.

The maximum allowable $|n|$ value was 38, and larger values could not be evaluated. Consequently, the simulation results were compared to an approximate analytical solution instead of the exact solution. This difference between the approximate analytical solution and the exact solution is much smaller than the error in Eq. (2.42) and can be neglected as long as the grid spacing is not too small. However, if the grid spacing becomes too fine, this difference becomes comparable to the error and invalidates the accuracy analysis. That is why we do not present the error $\epsilon$ for smaller grid spacings.
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Chapter 3. Coupled Effects of Chemotaxis and Growth on Traveling Bacterial Waves

3.1 Abstract

Traveling bacterial waves are capable of improving contaminant remediation in the subsurface. It is fairly well understood how bacterial chemotaxis and growth separately affect the formation and propagation of such waves. However, their interaction is not well understood. We therefore perform a modeling study to investigate the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on bacterial migration, and examine their effects on contaminant remediation. We study the waves by using different initial electron acceptor concentrations for different bacteria and substrate systems. Three types of traveling waves can occur: a chemotactic wave due to the biased movement of chemotactic bacteria resulting from metabolism-generated substrate concentration gradients; a growth/decay/motility wave due to a dynamic equilibrium between bacterial growth, decay and random motility; and an integrated wave due to the interaction between bacterial chemotaxis and growth. Chemotaxis hardly enhances the bacterial propagation if it is too weak to form a chemo-
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tactic wave or its wave speed is less than half of the growth/decay/motility wave speed. However, chemotaxis significantly accelerates bacterial propagation once its wave speed exceeds the growth/decay/motility wave speed. When convection occurs, it speeds up the growth/decay/motility wave but slows down or even eliminates the chemotactic wave due to the dispersion. Bacterial survival proves particularly important for bacterial propagation. Therefore we develop a conceptual model to estimate the speed of growth/decay/motility waves.

3.2 Introduction

Groundwater pollution is a critical concern to public health. In 2004, the US EPA reported that approximately 294,000 contaminated field sites were in need of remediation [2]. A major challenge is to clean up the large number of aquifers contaminated by organic pollutants. Conventional cleanup technologies, such as pump-and-treat, are time consuming and expensive. Biodegradation, contaminant mass decrease through microbial activity without excavating contaminated samples, has increased in popularity as an alternative treatment due to its effectiveness and cost efficiency. Among all remediation projects, about one in four makes use of in situ bioremediation [22, 7, 38].

Bioremediation is difficult to predict because many biotic factors (inoculum density and size, preinduction, cell immobilization, adaptation of degradative microorganism towards environmental stresses) and abiotic factors (pH, temperature, concentration of target pollutants and cross-contamination by other non-targeted pollutants, moisture content,
nutrient availability, volatilization, sorption and desorption) are usually not quantifiable [38]. Many studies have shown that bacterial survival is one of the most important biotic factors determining the applicability and sustainability of in situ bioremediation [26, 27, 21]. Among all the abiotic factors, bioavailability has been identified as a major limitation to bioremediation efficiency because microorganisms tend to be present in zones with high hydraulic conductivity and leave behind contaminant sources in regions with fairly low conductivity [4].

Random motility and chemotaxis are two common cell motion mechanisms [24, 33]. The former gives rise to diffusive behavior at the population scale, while the latter enables motile bacteria to sense chemical gradients in their surrounding environment and to move toward regions with high chemical concentration [5]. Chemotaxis has been reported to increase the bioavailability of pollutants and to improve their removal in aqueous environments [14, 46, 34, 17]. A large number of harmful chemicals (e.g., toluene, benzene, naphthalene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and trichloroethylene) have been found to be chemoattractants for various bacterial strains [35, 39, 37, 36, 52].

Traveling bacterial waves can promote the removal of contaminants [32]. These waves can be formed by traveling bacterial bands, i.e., populations of bacteria with a concentration peak [19], or waves that involve propagating fronts, with a concentration plateau behind this front [33]. Adler [1] first observed the formation of traveling bands of chemotactic bacteria in capillary tubes. Bands of *E. coli* formed due to metabolism-generated gradients in the concentration of organic nutrients and oxygen, and moved at a speed of
several mm/h. Afterward, much research examined how chemotaxis produced such bands, but bacterial growth and decay were usually ignored [41, 30, 31]. However, Kennedy and Aris [24] found that a bacterial band could be formed in the absence of chemotaxis, due to the balance of growth, death and random motility, and the band speed could be increased by the additional action of chemotaxis. Lauffenburger et al. [28] investigated the effects of chemotaxis on bacterial movement in the presence of growth and death by using different functional forms of chemotactic sensitivity. They proposed two types of traveling bands: 1) growth/death/motility band; and 2) pure chemotactic band. Regardless of bacterial decay, Funaki et al. [12] and Mansour [33] studied traveling wave fronts by combining simplified chemotaxis and growth models. However, the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on the formation and migration of waves are still not well understood. We address this issue in the present study.

Another significant factor influencing bacterial survival and contaminant bioremediation is electron acceptor concentration. However, most chemotaxis-related research assumed that electron acceptor was in excess and not a rate-limiting compound. One exception is the study by Law [29], who found that low oxygen concentration could decrease naphthalene removal by reducing the naphthalene degradation rate and hence inhibiting chemotaxis toward the naphthalene source. This factor probably inhibits contaminant degradation in the subsurface, where the electron acceptor availability is typically limited.

The microbial process of biodegradation in subsurface environments is complicated. A realistic biodegradation model requires one to take into account the electron acceptor
concentration and to study chemotaxis together with growth and decay. In this paper, we investigate the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on the formation and propagation of bacterial waves, and examine their impacts on contaminant remediation. The influences of electron acceptor concentration and groundwater flow are examined in order to provide more realistic implications to contaminant remediation in natural subsurface environments.

### 3.3 Mathematical model

Reactive transport of chemotactic bacteria and dissolved chemicals in the subsurface can be described by partial differential equations that are based on mass balance equations [23, 20, 18]. In this work, we consider a system in which both substrate and electron acceptor are rate-limiting chemicals. The reaction between the bacteria and the substrate is described by a double-Monod kinetics model [44]. The resulting PDEs are given by

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} + \vec{\nabla} \cdot \left[ b(\vec{v} + \vec{v}_c) - D_b \vec{\nabla} b \right] = Y q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s e + k_e} b - k_b \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \vec{\nabla} \cdot (s \vec{v} - D_s \vec{\nabla} s) = -q_s \frac{s}{s + k_s e + k_e} b \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial e}{\partial t} + \vec{\nabla} \cdot (e \vec{v} - D_e \vec{\nabla} e) = -q_e \frac{e}{e + k_e s} \frac{s}{s + k_s b} \tag{3.3}
\]

where \( b \) is the bacterial concentration, \( s \) is the substrate concentration, \( e \) is the electron acceptor concentration, \( \vec{v} \) is the average pore water velocity, \( \vec{v}_c \) is the chemotactic velocity, \( D_b \) is the effective dispersion coefficient of bacteria, \( D_s \) is the effective dispersion...
coefficient of substrate, $D_e$ is the effective dispersion coefficient of electron acceptor, $\tau$ is the tortuosity of porous medium, $Y$ is the yield coefficient, $k$ is the decay rate, $q_s$ is the maximum reaction rate of substrate, $q_e$ is the maximum reaction rate of electron acceptor, $k_s$ is the half-saturation coefficient of substrate, and $k_e$ is the half-saturation coefficient of electron acceptor. The chemotactic velocity $\vec{v}_c$ is assumed to depend on the substrate concentration and its gradient, and can be described by the model derived by Rivero et al. [45],

$$\vec{v}_c = \frac{2v_s}{3} \tanh \left( \frac{\chi_0 K_d}{2v_s (K_d + s)^2} |\vec{\nabla} s| \right) \frac{\vec{\nabla} s}{|\vec{\nabla} s|}$$

(3.4)

where $v_s$ is the bacterial swimming speed, $K_d$ is a dissociation constant, and $\chi_0$ is the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient. This model predicts chemotactic transport of a bacterial population from the properties of individual bacteria and the concentration distribution of the substrate. $\chi_0$ is usually estimated by fitting to experimental data. For a bacteria/substrate system without chemotaxis, $\chi_0 = 0$.

We attempted to define three bacteria/substrate model systems that are representative of real systems. These three model systems represent some of the diversity of real subsurface bacterial systems that are relevant to the biodegradation of environmental pollutants. We emphasize, however, that the model systems by no means cover the vast parameter space of the real systems. We have chosen bacterial strains that degrade organic pollutants:

- The first two bacterial strains, *P. putida* G7 and *P. putida* F1, exhibit chemotaxis to-
ward naphthalene and toluene, respectively, and metabolize these substances under aerobic conditions [41, 52].

- The other bacterial strain, *Azoarcus tolulyticus*, can degrade toluene under nitrate-reducing conditions; however, it is not known to exhibit chemotaxis [10].

We used the literature in order to come up with meaningful parameterizations for these three systems. Table 3.1 presents the parameter values. $b_0$, $s_0$ and $e_0$ are the initial concentrations of bacteria, substrate, and electron acceptor, respectively. $D_{mb}$ is the random motility coefficient of bacteria, $D_{ms}$ is the molecular diffusion coefficient of substrate, and $D_{me}$ is the molecular diffusion coefficient of electron acceptor. For each system, most parameters were obtained from a single study; however, some parameters needed as modeling input were not reported, therefore we have to estimate them.

For the *P. putida* G7/naphthalene system, Pedit et al. [41] provided most parameter values except those related to bacterial growth/decay and oxygen consumption. In Pedit et al. [41]'s experiments, cell mass was measured in units of colony-forming-units (CFU) instead of milligram that we use. To convert the units, we assumed the equivalent sphere diameter of *P. putida* G7 to be 2.2 μm [50] and its density to be 1 g/cm$^3$. Therefore 1 CFU = 5.57×10$^{-9}$ mg. In this study, we take into account bacterial growth/decay and oxygen consumption, and select $k$ and $Y$ from Ahn et al. [3]. To derive the stoichiometry of the bacterial metabolism, we have to estimate the dry weight of bacteria according to their wet weight. One usually assumes the water content of a bacterium to be 70%, which yields $Y = 0.538$ mg dry weight cells/mg naph based on $Y = 1.79$ mg wet weight...
Table 3.1: Parameter values for the three bacteria/substrate model systems. Symbol "-" means no experimental reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>$P.\ putida$ G7 /naphthalene</th>
<th>$P.\ putida$ F1 /toluene</th>
<th>Azoarcus tolyticus /toluene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b_0$ mg/L</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_0$ mg/L</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_0$ mg/L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{mb}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ms}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
<td>$7.5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{me}$ cm$^2$/s</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_s$ mg substrate/mg cell-s</td>
<td>$1.42 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.87 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.15 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_e$ mg electron acceptors/mg cell-s</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.45 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$ mg cell/mg substrate</td>
<td>$1.79$</td>
<td>$1.28$</td>
<td>$5.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.66 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5.78 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_d$ mg/L</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_s$ mg/L</td>
<td>$0.5$</td>
<td>$13.8$</td>
<td>$51.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_e$ mg/L</td>
<td>$0.4$</td>
<td>$0.4$</td>
<td>$83$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_0$ cm$^2$/s</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_s$ cm/s</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On a mass basis, the maximum rate of oxygen consumption is 2.25 times that of the substrate, $q_e = 2.25q_s$. The value of $D_{me}$ is from Han and Bartels [15], $k_s$ and $k_e$ are...
from Law [29].

For the P. putida F1/toluene system, the biodegradation kinetics were studied by Reardon and Mosteller [42], while Wang and Long [52] estimated parameter values for chemotaxis. However, these studies did not report oxygen consumption. We consider the impact of oxygen concentration and use the $k_e$ value of the P. putida G7/naphthalene system. The value of $D_{ma}$ is from Schwarzenbach et al. [47], and $k$ is from Singh and Olson [48]. Neglecting the oxygen consumption by bacterial decay, we derived the stoichiometry from $Y$,

\[
C_7H_8 + 4O_2 + NH_4^+ \rightarrow C_5H_7O_2N + 2CO_2 + 2H_2O + H^+ \quad (3.6)
\]

Therefore $q_e = 1.39q_s$.

For the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system, we assumed that nitrate is reduced to nitrite and that bacterial growth and substrate biodegradation are not inhibited by nitrite. The same initial substrate concentration is used as for the P. putida F1/toluene system. However, we increased the initial bacterial concentration by 100-fold, because the reaction rate in the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system is much smaller than in the P. putida
F1/toluene system. We assumed that *Azoarcus tolyyticus* had the same random motility coefficient and swimming speed as *P. putida* G7. The value of \( D_{me} \) is from Hashitani and Tanaka [16], and all other parameter values are from Elmen et al. [10]. We do not use the stoichiometry to estimate \( q_e \) from \( q_s \) because both of them were given by Elmen et al. [10].

Since the parameter values in Table 3.1 were attained in a stagnant solution \( (v = 0) \), we first investigated the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on traveling bacterial waves without convection. When \( v = 0 \), \( D_b = D_{mb}/\tau \), \( D_s = D_{ms}/\tau \), and \( D_e = D_{me}/\tau \). We selected \( \tau \) as 2.2 given by Pedit et al. [41]. Bioremediation for the three bacteria/substrate systems is simulated in a one-dimensional domain with a wall on its left end. The length of the domain is 100 mm, and the numerical grid spacing, \( \Delta l \), is 0.04 mm. At the beginning of simulations, the substrate and the electron acceptor were distributed uniformly with concentrations \( s_0 \) and \( e_0 \), respectively. A 10 mm long bacterial slug with concentration \( b_0 \) was initially present on the left side. No-flux boundary conditions were used. The concentration profiles normalized by the initial concentrations are shown in Figure 3.1a.

When convection occurs, we estimate the effective dispersion coefficient \( D_\star \) (\( \star \) denotes \( b, s, \) or \( e \)) in terms of random motility or molecular diffusion coefficient \( D_{m\star} \) and Peclet number \( Pe_{m\star} = vd/D_{m\star}, \) where \( d \) is the median diameter of grains in porous media [8]. In our simulations, we selected \( d \) as 50 \( \mu \)m given by Pedit et al. [41]. When \( Pe_{m\star} < 5 \), \( D_\star = D_{m\star}/\tau \), the dispersion caused by shear flow can be ignored. When \( 5 < Pe_{m\star} < 300 \), \( D_\star = (1/\tau + 0.5Pe_{m\star}^{1.2}) \times D_{m\star} \), the dispersion increases with average pore water velocity.
We modify the initial conditions and boundary conditions for the convection situation. A slug of bacteria was initially injected into a region ranging from 95 mm to 105 mm in a one-dimensional domain with 200 mm length (see Figure 3.1b). The substrate and oxygen were uniformly distributed everywhere. Periodic boundary conditions were applied.

![Figure 3.1: Normalized concentration profiles at the beginning of simulations for the cases of (a) no convection, and (b) with convection.](image)

The lattice-Boltzmann method was used to simulate the bacteria and substrate systems; details of this numerical method are given in the Appendix. Long and Hilpert [32] have validated this method by comparing simulating results with experiments by Pedit et al. [41]. In these experiments, capillary tubes being filled with naphthalene solution were dipped into a reservoir containing a bacterial suspension, which entered the tube to form a traveling band. The simulation results agreed well with the experiments, in which the number of cells that accumulated in the tube was measured as a function of time. More details about the validation procedure can be found in Long and Hilpert [32].
3.4 Simulation results

3.4.1 Effects of electron acceptor concentration on bacterial propagation and substrate degradation

We investigate the impact of electron acceptor concentration on bacterial propagation and substrate degradation. Specifically, we evaluate the effects of the presence and absence of chemotaxis and growth/decay for the \( P. \text{putida} \ G7/\text{naphthalene} \) and \( P. \text{putida} \ F1/\text{toluene} \) systems. In this analysis, we consider the growth rate \( Y_q \) and the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient \( \chi_0 \) as mathematically independent variables, even though chemotaxis and growth can be linked biologically. This is because a cell’s chemotactic response can be triggered either by uptake and metabolism of the chemical stimulus or by metabolism-independent sensing [49]. Additionally, considering \( Y_q \) and \( \chi_0 \) as independent variables makes it possible to build appropriate mathematical models and quantitatively study their effects on bacterial propagation. The \( Azoarcus \ tolulyticus/\text{toluene} \) system is not examined because \( Azoarcus \ tolulyticus \) exerts no chemotaxis toward toluene.

3.4.1.1 \( P. \text{putida} \ G7/\text{naphthalene} \)

To estimate the impact of electron acceptor concentration on the bioremediation of naphthalene by \( P. \text{putida} \ G7 \), we studied four different initial oxygen concentrations: \( e_0 = 11.3 \text{ mg/L} \), the saturated solubility of atmospheric oxygen in fresh water at 10°C; \( e_0 = 53.8 \text{ mg/L} \), the saturated solubility of pure oxygen in fresh water at 10°C; \( e_0 = \)
113 mg/L, an oversaturated oxygen concentration; and $e_0 = 1.0$ mg/L, a more realistic oxygen concentration in natural subsurface environments. For each oxygen concentration, three cases were simulated: (a) with chemotaxis but without growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$); (b) with growth/decay but without chemotaxis ($Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$); and (c) with chemotaxis and with growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$). The random motility coefficient $D_{mb} > 0$ in all three cases.

### 3.4.1.1.1 Initial oxygen concentration $e_0 = 11.3$ mg/L

Figure 3.2a-c show the simulated concentration profiles 46.1 hours after the bacterial slug was introduced into the domain for the three cases. Oxygen is depleted quickly after the bacteria move through. Traveling bands are observed once bacterial growth/decay occurs. Like Lauffenburger et al. [28], we name the band, which occurs in the absence of chemotaxis ($Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$), a growth/decay/motility band. We call a band, which occurs in the presence of both chemotaxis and growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$), an integrated band. No band is observed if chemotaxis is the only driving mechanism ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$). This is surprising because one would expect chemotaxis to produce biased movement and result in greater net bacterial migration than bacterial growth, which by itself is not a mechanism for bacterial motion. Figure 3.2d shows the location of the bacterial peak, $x$, as a function of time, $t$, for the two cases $Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$ and $\chi_0 >; Y, k > 0$. In both cases, the slopes of the $x(t)$ curve approach the same constant value 0.4 mm/h, which is the steady-state speed of the traveling bacterial bands. We
also calculated the overall percentage of removed substrate in the whole domain. 4.7% of all substrate is consumed in the case $\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$, while 6% is consumed in the two cases $Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$ and $\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$. The results illustrate that the formation of a traveling wave facilitates the removal of substrate, and chemotaxis minimally affects bacterial movement and substrate degradation when $e_0 = 11.3 \text{ mg/L}$.

We also calculated the total number of bacteria inside the traveling band, which only included the bacteria ahead of the bacterial concentration minimum that is located immediately behind the bacterial peak, as a function of time for the case $Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$. The result shows that this total number first increases and then approaches a constant value, which means that the bacteria eventually reach a dynamic equilibrium between bacterial growth, decay and diffusion. However, the speed of this growth/decay/motility band be-
comes nearly constant before the equilibrium is achieved, and this speed is independent of the total amount of the bacteria inside the band. This finding is different from traveling bands caused by chemotaxis, where the band speed increases with the total number of bacteria inside the band [31]. When the random motility is the only transport mechanism ($\chi_0 = 0; Y, k = 0$), the bacteria diffuse from regions with high concentration to those with low concentration (results not shown). The bacterial population does not move with a constant speed, because the transport is diffusion limited, which significantly decreases the effectiveness of a bioremediation action.

During the process of forming a growth/decay/motility band, the bacteria diffuse to the right into previously unoccupied areas due to their random motility. They grow due to substrate consumption and experience simultaneously decay. Here we try to develop an understanding of this process by considering a point $P$ in the unoccupied area. When the bacteria arrive at $P$, the growth rate is larger than the decay rate because enough electron donor and acceptor are available; hence the bacterial concentration at $P$ increases. As the electron donor and acceptor concentrations decrease, the growth rate decreases but the decay rate remains unchanged. The bacterial population keeps increasing if the growth rate is still larger than the decay rate. Once the two rates become the same, the bacterial concentration at $P$ reaches a maximum. Afterward, as the electron donor and acceptor concentrations further decrease, the decay rate exceeds the growth rate, and the bacterial concentration decreases. This process is repeated over and over again at points ahead of $P$. As a result, the location of the maximum bacterial concentration propagates, and a
traveling bacterial band forms.

### 3.4.1.1.2 Higher initial oxygen concentration \( e_0 = 53.8 \) mg/L

Pure oxygen can be injected into the subsurface in order to promote biodegradation of organic compounds. Figure 3.3a-c show the simulated concentration profiles 46.1 hours after the bacterial slug was introduced into the domain for the three cases. Traveling bacterial bands are observed in all cases. Like in Lauffenburger et al. [28], we define the band in the case \( Y, k = 0; \chi_0 > 0 \) as a chemotactic band. The amount of oxygen is still not enough to degrade all of the substrate.

![Figure 3.3: Normalized concentration profiles 46.1 hours after a slug of \( P. \text{putida G7} \) was introduced into a domain containing uniformly distributed naphthalene and oxygen: (a) with chemotaxis but without growth/decay \( (\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0) \); (b) with growth/decay but without chemotaxis \( (Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0) \); and (c) with chemotaxis and with growth/decay \( (\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0) \). (d) Location of bacterial peak in (a-c) as a function of time. The initial oxygen concentration is \( e_0 = 53.8 \) mg/L.](image)

Figure 3.3d presents the location of the bacterial peak as a function of time for all three types of bands. The growth/decay/motility band moves with a constant velocity, \( v_{gb} = 0.4 \)
mm/h. However, the speeds of the chemotactic band, \( v_{cb} \), and the integrated band, \( v_{ib} \), decrease gradually from initial values 0.5 mm/h and 1.11 mm/h, respectively. The latter band eventually reaches a dynamic equilibrium and moves at a speed of 0.52 mm/h, while the former band finally disappears. Although the higher initial oxygen concentration does not change the speed of the growth/decay/motility band, it enables bacteria to form a chemotactic band and promotes the bacterial migration, since the integrated band moves faster than the growth/decay/motility band. The percentage of removed substrate in Figures 3.3a, b, and c are 25.2%, 29%, and 36.7%, respectively. The results demonstrate that the removal efficiency of substrate is proportional to distance traveled by the bacterial bands.

In contrast to \( e_0 = 11.3 \text{ mg/L} \), where chemotaxis minimally affects the bacterial movement, chemotaxis increases the bacterial propagation in the case of \( e_0 = 53.8 \text{ mg/L} \), especially when the integrated band is initially formed. This difference probably results from different dominant mechanisms of bacterial motion: chemotaxis and random motility. If chemotaxis dominates, it improves the bacterial propagation driven originally by random motility and growth, which is the case of \( e_0 = 53.8 \text{ mg/L} \). If random motility dominates, chemotaxis is too weak to affect the bacterial movement, which is the case of \( e_0 = 11.3 \text{ mg/L} \).

Long and Hilpert [31] derived a dimensionless parameter to judge whether chemotactic bacteria can form a band (neglecting bacterial growth/decay and substrate diffusion). This parameter compares the actions between bacterial chemotaxis and random motility. When
the biased motion due to chemotaxis overcomes the diffusion-like motion due to random motility, a band forms. However, this criterion becomes invalid here because bacterial growth and decay occur. Not only chemotaxis improves the bacterial propagation driven originally by bacterial random motility and growth, but bacterial growth also accelerates the bacterial movement driven originally by chemotaxis. This interaction makes predicting the formation of a band and calculating its speed complicated. Further discussions of the interaction between chemotaxis and growth will be presented in later sections.

3.4.1.1.3 Highest initial oxygen concentration $e_0 = 113$ mg/L

We also considered a very high initial oxygen concentration, $e_0 = 113$ mg/L, which allows for complete substrate degradation. Hydrogen peroxide is usually used to achieve such oversaturated oxygen conditions during in situ biodegradation [40]. The ability of hydrogen peroxide to inhibit bacterial growth is neglected due to the relatively high cell density and the relatively low concentration of hydrogen peroxide needed in our study [40].

Figure 3.4a-c show the simulated concentration profiles 46.1 hours after the bacterial slug was introduced into the domain for different cases. Traveling bacterial bands are observed in all cases. Behind the bands, all substrate is degraded, and about half of the oxygen remains. When the oxygen is in excess, the substrate is consumed quickly and generates a large gradient of concentration. Consequently, the portion of bacteria, which are located inside the region holding this large gradient, exhibits a fast chemotactic
velocity and moves quickly toward regions with higher substrate concentration. Since this portion of bacteria is exposed to more electron acceptor and donor than other bacteria, they grow much faster than others. This is why the bacteria in Figure 3.4c form a sharp band with a large maximum concentration. If chemotaxis is not strong enough to form such a portion of fast moving bacteria, all bacteria experience the same diffusion, growth and decay. Therefore no sharp band occurs, which is the case in Figure 3.3c.

Figure 3.4: Normalized concentration profiles 46.1 hours after a slug of P. putida G7 was introduced into a domain containing uniformly distributed naphthalene and oxygen: (a) with chemotaxis but without growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$); (b) with growth/decay but without chemotaxis ($Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$); and (c) with chemotaxis and with growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$). (d) Location of bacterial peak in (a-c) as a function of time. The initial oxygen concentration is $e_0 = 113$ mg/L.

Figure 3.4d presents the location of the bacterial peaks as a function of time for the three types of bands. The speeds of the growth/decay/motility band, $v_{ib}$, and the integrated band, $v_{gb}$, are both constant ($v_{ib} = 0.4$ mm/h and $v_{gb} = 1.38$ mm/h). The process of bacterial growth, decay, random motility and chemotaxis reaches a dynamic equilibrium shortly after the integrated band is formed. The speed of the chemotactic
band decreases gradually from an initial value of 0.54 mm/h. Although the excessive oxygen does not change the speed of the growth/decay/motility band and only slightly increases the chemotactic band speed, it strongly increases the integrated band speed. The latter, $v_{ib}$, is much larger than the sum of $v_{cb}$ and $v_{gb}$ due to the interaction between bacterial chemotaxis and growth, which will be further explained later.

3.4.1.1.4 Lower initial oxygen concentration $e_0 = 1.0 \text{ mg/L}$

In the subsurface, the oxygen concentration is usually far below the solubility of oxygen because of the relatively slow rate of re-aeration and significant biological oxygen demand. We therefore examine a lower initial oxygen concentration, $e_0 = 1.0 \text{ mg/L}$. The concentration distributions of bacteria, substrate, and oxygen are similar to those shown in Figure 3.2, except that more bacteria decay quickly and less substrate is degraded. Small bands are still observed when growth/decay occurs ($Y, k > 0$), and their speeds are 0.3 mm/h. Therefore, limitations in electron acceptor availability slow down the growth/decay/motility band. A sufficiently high initial electron acceptor concentration is required for essential bacterial survival and contaminant degradation.

3.4.1.1.5 Wave speed as a function of the initial oxygen concentration

To further examine the effect of oxygen on bacterial propagation, we performed simulations for additional intermediate initial oxygen concentrations $e_0$, and determined the three different band speeds, $v_{cb}$, $v_{gb}$, and $v_{ib}$, as a function of $e_0$. The simulation results
reveal five different regimes (see Figure 3.5). If $e_0 \leq 11.3$ mg/L, $v_{gb}$ increases with $e_0$, and chemotaxis is too weak to result in a band. As a result, $v_{ib}$ has about the same speed as $v_{gb}$. For $11.3 < e_0 \leq 40$ mg/L, $v_{gb}$ remains nearly constant, and chemotaxis begins to promote bacterial propagation but is not strong enough to result in a band. Hence $v_{ib}$ increases with $e_0$ only slightly. For $40 < e_0 \leq 60$ mg/L, $v_{gb}$ still does not change significantly, while $v_{cb}$ increases quickly. Consequently, $v_{ib}$ increases rapidly with $e_0$. For $60 < e_0 \leq 80$ mg/L, $v_{ib}$ increases rapidly, although both $v_{gb}$ and $v_{cb}$ remain essentially unchanged. Note that $e_0 = 63.7$ mg/L is the critical value for all substrate being consumed according to the stoichiometry Eq. (3.5). During this transition from insufficient oxygen to excessive oxygen for complete substrate degradation, a larger $e_0$ causes more bacteria to grow and thus more substrate to be consumed, which results in a larger substrate gradient. Consequently, this larger gradient produces a larger chemotactic velocity as well as a faster traveling band. This faster band in turn assists the bacteria to access more substrate and grow more quickly. Such coupled effects between chemotaxis and growth make integrated bands move much faster than that expected if one naively assumed the integrated band speed to be the sum of the growth/decay/motility band speed and the chemotactic one. Indeed $v_{ib}$ increases with $e_0$ even though both $v_{gb}$ and $v_{cb}$ do not change significantly with $e_0$. If $e_0 > 80$ mg/L, all $v_{gb}$, $v_{cb}$ and $v_{ib}$ remain unchanged, because the electron acceptor is not a limiting factor for the bacterial metabolism anymore. To sum up, injecting sufficient oxygen so that the bacteria can degrade all substrate is crucial for improving the removal efficiency of contaminants by means of chemotaxis. However,
too much oxygen is unnecessary, because complete substrate degradation requires only a finite amount of oxygen. A concentration that is slightly higher than the critical one for all substrate being consumed is a good choice.

Figure 3.5: Speeds of three traveling bands as a function of initial oxygen concentration $e_0$ for the P. putida G7/naphthalene system. Note that $e_0 = 63.7 \text{ mg/L}$ is the critical value for all substrate being consumed.

Figure 3.5 illustrates that the speed of the growth/decay/motility band increases with $e_0$ only when $e_0$ is small. To further explore this dependence, we examined the speed of the growth/decay/motility band as a function of the half-saturation coefficient of the electron acceptor, $k_e$. The findings show that the band speed decreases with an increase in $k_e$, and the extent of decrease is much smaller for $e_0 = 53.8 \text{ mg/L}$ than for $e_0 = 11.3 \text{ mg/L}$. Particularly, the band speed remains almost unchanged for $e_0 = 53.8 \text{ mg/L}$ when $k_e$ is small. These results can be explained by Eq. (4.23), in which $e_0$ minimally changes the bacte-
rial growth rate, which significantly determines the speed of the growth/decay/motility band, if it is much larger than $k_e$. Otherwise, the bacterial growth rate increases with $e_0$. Therefore, the effects of $e_0$ on the growth/decay/motility band speed are dependent on the comparison of $e_0$ with $k_e$.

### 3.4.1.2 P. putida F1/toluene

In this section, the $P. \ putida$ F1/toluene system is selected to study the bacterial propagation and contaminant degradation for different initial electron acceptor concentrations $e_0$. We found that more bacteria are produced and less substrate remains as $e_0$ increases. However, the bacterial distributions look similar for different $e_0$ values, and no chemotactic band is observed. Therefore, we only present the results for $e_0 = 113$ mg/L.

Figure 3.6a-c show the concentration distributions of bacteria, substrate, and oxygen 46.1 hours after a slug of $P. \ putida$ F1 was introduced into the domain containing uniformly distributed toluene and oxygen. Traveling bands are observed for the cases $Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$ and $\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$. They have about the same speed 1.0 mm/h according to the slopes of the $x(t)$ curves in Figure 3.6d, a value that is larger than for the $P. \ putida$ G7/naphthalene system under the same $e_0$ value. One possible explanation is that the random motility of $P. \ putida$ F1, the dominant motion mechanism in this case, is ten times that of $P. \ putida$ G7. All of the substrate is degraded behind the traveling bands. No traveling band is found in the case $\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$, and chemotaxis hardly affects the bacterial movement. One possible reason is that the small $\chi_0$ and the large $K_d$ make
chemotaxis too weak to form a band. The finding is consistent with experimental results by Elmen et al. [10], who did not observe bands.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized concentration profiles 46.1 hours after a slug of *P. putida* F1 was introduced into a domain containing uniformly distributed toluene and oxygen: (a) with chemotaxis but without growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k = 0$); (b) with growth/decay but without chemotaxis ($Y, k > 0; \chi_0 = 0$); and (c) with chemotaxis and with growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0; Y, k > 0$). (d) Location of bacterial peak in (b) and (c) as a function of time. The initial oxygen concentration is $e_0 = 113$ mg/L.

### 3.4.2 The effects of chemotaxis on bacterial propagation in the presence of bacterial growth and decay

For the *P. putida* G7/naphthalene system, we have found that, in the presence of bacterial growth and decay, chemotaxis improves bacterial propagation as well as substrate degradation only if chemotaxis alone ($Y = k = 0$) is strong enough to develop a traveling band. It is reasonable to examine the sensitivity of bacterial migration to a change in $\chi_0$, because $\chi_0$ depends on the exact experimental conditions, e.g., buffer solution chemistry [35, 41], and can also be changed through genetic engineering, e.g., through
transfer of chemoreceptor genes [25]. To exclude the dependence on the electron acceptor concentration, we selected $e_0 = 113$ mg/L such that the electron acceptor is not a rate-limiting chemical.

Figure 3.7 shows the simulated speeds of chemotactic, growth/decay/motility, and integrated bands as a function of $\chi_0$ for the *P. putida G7/naphthalene* system. The speed of the growth/decay/motility band is shown only for $\chi_0 = 0$, the condition for this type of band. The plot illustrates that both the chemotactic band speed, $v_{cb}$, and the integrated band speed, $v_{ib}$, increase with $\chi_0$. When $\chi_0 \leq 2 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$/s, $v_{ib}$ is very close to $v_{gb}$, and $v_{cb}$ is small compared to $v_{gb}$. This means that chemotaxis hardly improves bacterial movement when it is too weak to result in a chemotactic band or when the speed of that band is small compared to the growth/decay/motility band speed. When $v_{cb}$ approaches about half of $v_{gb}$, chemotaxis begins to enhance bacterial propagation. Chemotaxis almost doubles $v_{gb}$ when $v_{cb}$ is close to $v_{gb}$ (e.g., $v_{gb} = 0.4$ mm/h, $v_{cb} = 0.42$ mm/h, $v_{ib} = 0.94$ mm/h when $\chi_0 = 1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s). Afterward, $v_{ib}$ increases quickly with $\chi_0$ even though $v_{cb}$ increases slowly. Therefore, chemotaxis barely enhances bacterial propagation until $v_{cb}$ approaches half of $v_{gb}$, and significantly accelerates bacterial migration once $v_{cb}$ exceeds $v_{gb}$. This conclusion is also valid for other initial electron acceptor concentrations, as shown in Figure 3.5.
3.4.3 Effects of convective velocity on bacterial propagation and substrate degradation

So far we have investigated bacterial migration without convection, which usually plays a significant role in microbial transport and contaminant remediation in groundwater. Here we study the effects of convective transport on bacterial propagation and substrate degradation. The \textit{P. putida} G7/naphthalene system is chosen, because all three types of bacterial bands may occur for this system, as long as $e_0$ is large enough. An $e_0$ of 113 mg/L was selected to ensure the band formation. We choose three different convective velocities, $v = 0, 1$ and 50 mm/h, to examine the effect of convection.

We present the results for $v = 1$ and 50 mm/h in Figure 3.8. The concentration
profiles for $v = 0$ are the same as for $v = 1$ mm/h except that the bands do not move downstream as a whole (not shown). When $v = 1$ mm/h, the dispersion caused by convection is negligible and does not affect the formation of bacterial bands. Chemotaxis increases the bacterial movement. Two integrated bands, which move separately downstream and upstream, have faster speed than either the growth/decay/motility band or the chemotactic one. The downstream band migrates with 2.4 mm/h, and the upstream band moves against convection with -0.4 mm/h (- means moving upstream). This upstream band is of great significance in groundwater cleanup, because it enables microorganisms to remediate contaminants located in upstream areas. When $v = 50$ mm/h, convection plays a dominate role in bacterial transport and delivers bacteria far away from the injection location. Bacteria cannot generate a chemotactic band due to the strong dispersion, so chemotaxis fails to improve the bacterial propagation. However, the strong dispersion forces the bacteria to move around and enables the growth/decay/motility band to achieve a large speed. The growth/decay/motility band for $v = 50$ mm/h moves faster than the integrated band for $v = 1$ mm/h, and their relative speeds to flowing fluid are 2.6 mm/h and 1.4 mm/h, respectively. Therefore, convection improves bacterial migration and contaminant biodegradation, even though it weakens the effect of chemotaxis.
Figure 3.8: Normalized concentration profiles 27.7 hours after the slug of P. putida G7 was introduced into a domain containing uniformly distributed naphthalene and oxygen. The left figures and right ones show the distributions for $v = 1$ and 50 mm/h, respectively, for three different cases: (a) with chemotaxis but without growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0$; $Y$, $k = 0$); (b) with growth/decay but without chemotaxis ($Y$, $k > 0$; $\chi_0 = 0$); and (c) with chemotaxis and with growth/decay ($\chi_0 > 0$; $Y$, $k > 0$).

### 3.4.4 Speed of growth/decay/motility waves in the absence of chemotaxis and convection

The previous simulations have shown that bacteria can form a traveling band in the absence of chemotaxis, due to the balance between growth, decay and random motility. In this section, we evaluate the quantitative relation between the speed of growth/decay/motility waves and various microbial factors: decay rate $k$, yield coefficient $Y$, maximum reaction rate of substrate $q_s$, and random motility coefficient of bacteria $D_{mb}$. The Azoarcus tolylyticus/toluene system, in which Azoarcus tolylyticus metabolize
toluene under nitrate-reducing condition [10], is examined. In the beginning, we chose 
the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) of nitrate in drinking water as the initial con-
centration of the electron acceptor, \( e_0 = 44.3 \text{ mg/L} \). We found that this concentration 
does not guarantee band formation for all investigated cases. Thus, we chose \( e_0 = 443 \)
mg/L, which ensures that the bacteria form a band in each case. All parameter values,
except the ones we varied, are listed in Table 3.1. The effects of different factors on the
growth/decay/motility waves are evaluated as follows.

### 3.4.4.0.1 The impact of decay rate \( k \)

First we examine the effect of decay rate \( k \) on bacterial propagation and contaminant 
remediation. Figure 3.9 shows the simulated concentration profiles for four different \( k \):
values. When \( k = 0 \), the bacteria form a traveling wave front, and all substrate is 
remediated behind this front. If the bacteria decay, a traveling band is observed (e.g., for
\( k = 5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1} \)). When \( k \) is further increased, the total number of the bacteria inside
the band decreases, and the maximum bacterial concentration decreases. The substrate 
remaining behind the band increases with \( k \). Once \( k \) exceeds a certain value, all bacteria
decay quickly, and no further substrate degradation occurs (e.g., \( k = 5.78 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1} \)).
Figure 3.10a presents the positions of the wave front (for \( k = 0 \)) and of the bands (for \( k:
= 5 \times 10^{-6}, 1.66 \times 10^{-5}, \) and \( 5.78 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s}^{-1} \)) as a function of time. (We assumed that the
wave front is located where \( C = 0.5C_0 \) and the band is located where \( C \) is maximum.) The 
traveling waves will eventually reach a steady state due to the balance between growth,
decay, and random motility. The speeds of the traveling waves, \( v_{gb} \), are 0.16, 0.15, and 0.12 mm/h for \( k = 0 \), \( 5 \times 10^{-6} \), and \( 1.66 \times 10^{-5} \, \text{s}^{-1} \), respectively. Figure 3.10b shows \( v_{gb} \) as a function of \( k \). The results illustrate that \( v_{gb} \) decreases with an increase in \( k \), but this decrease is minor when \( k \) is small.

Figure 3.9: Normalized concentration profiles at two time moments for four decay rates for the *Azoarcus tolylyticus*/*toluene* system. (a) \( k = 0 \); (b) \( k = 5 \times 10^{-6} \, \text{s}^{-1} \); (c) \( k = 1.66 \times 10^{-5} \, \text{s}^{-1} \); and (d) \( k = 5.78 \times 10^{-5} \, \text{s}^{-1} \).
3.4.4.0.2 The impact of yield coefficient $Y$

Here we examine the impact of yield coefficient $Y$. We selected $k = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ s$^{-1}$. The $Y$ in Table 3.1 indicates that about 95% of the substrate is utilized by bacterial growth, and this value is almost the largest yield coefficient in a real biological system. Therefore, we considered smaller values, $Y = 3$ and 1 mg cell/mg substrate. No band was observed for $Y = 1$ mg cell/mg substrate, because the growth rate was relatively small compared to the decay rate (results not shown). A small band was observed for $Y = 3$ mg cell/mg substrate. We added an unrealistically high yield coefficient, $Y = 15$ mg cell/mg substrate, to examine the effect of $Y$ on bacterial bands. Figure 3.11, together with Figure 3.9c, show the simulated concentration profiles for $Y = 3$, 5.3 and 15 mg cell/mg substrate, respectively. The plots show that the speed and peak of the traveling bands increase with $Y$, because a larger $Y$ decreases the time for bacteria to reach their maximum concentration (starting out from zero) and because $v_{gb}$ is inversely proportional to this time. The band speeds are 0.08, 0.15, and 0.28 mm/h for $Y = 3$, 5.3, and 15 mg cell/mg substrate, respectively. Therefore $v_{gb}$ is approximately proportional to the square root of $Y$ when the growth rate is relatively large compared to the decay rate such...
that bacterial decay does not affect bacterial propagation. Otherwise, $v_{gb}$ exponentially increases with $Y$ with an exponent less than one half.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized concentration profiles for different yield coefficients $Y$ for the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system. (a) $Y = 3$ mg cell/mg substrate, and (b) $Y = 15$ mg cell/mg substrate.

### 3.4.4.0.3 The impact of the maximum reaction rate of substrate $q_s$

Here we examine the effects of the maximum reaction rate of substrate $q_s$. We selected $k = 5.0 \times 10^{-6}$ s$^{-1}$ and $Y = 5.3$ mg substrate/mg cell-s. Because $q_e$ is proportional to $q_s$, its value changes with $q_s$. Figure 3.12, together with Figure 3.9c, show the simulated concentration profiles for three $q_s$ values. The plots show that $v_{gb}$ increases with $q_s$. The band speeds are 0.15, 1.1, and 1.5 mm/h for $q_s = 2.15 \times 10^{-5}$, $8 \times 10^{-4}$, and $1.5 \times 10^{-3}$ mg substrate/mg cell-s, respectively. Therefore, $v_{gb}$ is also approximately proportional to the square root of $q_s$.

![Normalized concentration profiles for different maximum reaction rates of substrate $q_s$ for the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system.](image)

Figure 3.12: Normalized concentration profiles for different maximum reaction rates of substrate $q_s$ for the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system. (a) $q_s = 8 \times 10^{-4}$ mg substrate/mg cell-s, and (b) $q_s = 1.5 \times 10^{-3}$ mg substrate/mg cell-s.
3.4.4.0.4 The impact of bacterial random motility coefficient $D_{mb}$

The random motility coefficient of bacteria $D_{mb}$ has been thought to affect $v_{gb}$ [28]. Here we try to build a quantitative relation between $D_{mb}$ and $v_{gb}$. We selected $k = 5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1}$, $Y = 5.3 \text{ mg cell/mg substrate}$, and $q_s = 2.15 \times 10^{-5} \text{ mg substrate/mg cells}$. Figure 3.13, together with Figure 3.9c, show the simulated concentration profiles for three $D_{mb}$ values. The plots show that $v_{gb}$ increases with $D_{mb}$. Note that we present the results at time $t = 92.2 \text{ hrs}$ for $D_{mb} = 3.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ because the band is not yet observed when $t = 46.1 \text{ hrs}$. The band speeds are 0.15, 0.5, and 1.5 mm/h for $D_{mb} = 3.2 \times 10^{-7}$, $3.2 \times 10^{-6}$, and $3.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$, respectively. Therefore, $v_{gb}$ is approximately proportional to the square root of $D_{mb}$, which is consistent with results by Lauffenburger et al. [28].

![Figure 3.13: Normalized concentration profiles for different random motility coefficients of bacteria $D_{mb}$ for the Azoarcus tolulyticus/toluene system. (a) $D_{mb} = 3.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$, and (b) $D_{mb} = 3.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$.

3.4.4.0.5 Correlation equation for $v_{gb}$

The above simulations illustrate that $v_{gb}$ increases with the square roots of $Y$, $q_s$, and $D_{mb}$. Several studies have addressed the traveling waves for reaction-diffusion equations [6, 11]. They usually introduced complicated mathematical methods to analyze the partial
differential equations and discuss the existence of solutions under certain conditions. For the sake of simplicity, we present a conceptual model that explains how the bacteria form a traveling wave if chemotaxis and convection is absent and also explains the observed dependencies. The idea is that the combination of bacterial motion (due to their random motility) and growth allows bacteria to form a traveling wave, which would not be possible without growth. Figure 3.14 illustrates the joint effects of random motility and growth. If bacterial growth was not present, a bacterial front present at time $t$ would, in a time step $\Delta t$, spread out by a distance

$$\Delta x \sim \sqrt{D_{mb} \Delta t} \quad (3.7)$$

with no net movement to the right. However, when growth occurs, the bacterial concentration at the front increases because both substrate and electron acceptor are available.

If the front advances in a steady motion, growth allows the bacterial profile at time $t + \Delta t$ to be the same as at time $t$, except that it is shifted to the right. The time step during which the concentration at the front manages to increase to the steady concentration is on the order of

$$\Delta t \sim \frac{1}{Y q_s} \quad (3.8)$$

Here we exclude initial bacteria and substrate concentrations, because they are constant and do not change the relation in Eq. (3.8). If growth occurs, the $\Delta x$ in Eq. (3.7) can be interpreted as the distance by which the front advances during the time step $\Delta t$. 
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Figure 3.14: Conceptual model that explains how bacterial growth can cause a traveling bacterial wave. The bacterial motility causes a bacterial front to spread out (dashed line). Superimposed growth increases the bacterial concentration such that a front is formed at time $t + \Delta t$ that has the same shape as the front at time $t$.

Therefore, we can calculate the band speed via $v_{gb} = \Delta x / \Delta t$. Combining Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) yields

$$v_{gb} \sim \sqrt{D_{mb} Y q_s} \quad (3.9)$$

Our conceptual model illustrates the relation between growth/decay/motility wave speed and bacterial growth and random motility. If bacterial decay exists, the mechanism for bacteria to migrate forward is the same as in the case without decay, except that the traveling front changes to a traveling band. When the decay rate is relatively small compared to the growth rate, Eq. (3.9) is still approximately valid. However, with the increase in $k$, $v_{gb}$ exponentially increases with $Y$ with an exponent less than one half and eventually becomes zero, as Figure 3.10b shows. To test the expression Eq. (3.9), we performed simulations with different $D_{mb}$, $Y$, $q_s$ values in all three bacteria/substrate systems, in which chemotaxis was neglected. Figure 3.15 shows $v_{gb}$ as a function of $\gamma$ ($\gamma = \sqrt{D_{mb} Y q_s}$). For each system, the $v_{gb}$ versus $\gamma$ data is well represented by a linear model. Therefore, $\gamma$ can be used to estimate $v_{gb}$. 
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3.5 Concluding remarks

Traveling bacterial waves are capable of enhancing contaminant bioremediation in the subsurface. The removal efficiency increases with the speed of traveling waves. This paper studies the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on the formation and propagation of bacterial waves. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Three types of traveling waves can be formed by chemotactic bacteria in the presence of growth and decay: (i) a chemotactic wave due to the biased movement of chemotactic bacteria toward high substrate concentration; (ii) a growth/decay/motility wave due to the balance between bacterial growth, decay and random motility; and (iii) an integrated wave due to the interaction between growth and chemotaxis.

(2) Both the growth/decay/motility wave and the integrated wave eventually exhibit a constant speed, while the chemotactic wave experiences a decreasing speed. The speeds
of the growth/decay/motility wave and the integrated wave are independent of the total number of bacteria inside the wave, while the speed of the chemotactic wave is proportional to this number.

(3) Bacterial growth is particularly important for bacterial propagation and contaminant remediation. If growth is absent, bacterial transport will eventually be dominated by random motility, even though chemotaxis initially produces a band. This diffusion limitation will significantly decrease the effectiveness of a bioremediation action.

(4) The initial electron acceptor concentration $e_0$ affects the growth/decay/motility wave speed $v_{gb}$, depending on the comparison of $e_0$ with the half-saturation coefficient of electron acceptor, $k_\epsilon$. If $e_0$ is much larger than $k_\epsilon$, it does not change $v_{gb}$. Otherwise, $v_{gb}$ increases with $e_0$.

(5) Injecting sufficient electron acceptor so that the bacteria can degrade all substrate is crucial for improving the efficiency of contaminant removal by means of chemotaxis. However, too much electron acceptor is unnecessary due to limitations in substrate availability. An initial concentration that is slightly higher than the critical one for all substrate being consumed is a good choice.

(6) The effects of chemotaxis on bacterial propagation depend on the strength of chemotaxis. If chemotaxis alone is too weak to form a wave or if the speed of this chemotactic wave is less than half of the speed of the growth/decay/motility wave, chemotaxis hardly improves bacterial propagation. However, once the former speed exceeds the latter one, chemotaxis substantially improves the bacterial propagation.
(7) Convection speeds up the growth/decay/motility wave but slows down or even eliminates the chemotactic wave. When convection is weak, the traveling bacterial waves can move upstream against groundwater, which enable bioremediation to occur in upstream areas. As the convective velocity increases, the chemotactic waves finally disappear and chemotaxis hardly improves bacterial propagation. However, a stronger convection can improve bioavailability and bioremediation of contaminants by increasing the effective dispersion of both bacteria and contaminants.

(8) The speed of the growth/decay/motility wave, \( v_{gb} \), is proportional to the square roots of the yield coefficient \( Y \), the maximum reaction rate of substrate \( q_s \), and the random motility coefficient of bacteria \( D_{mb} \). We can use the variable \( \gamma = \sqrt{D_{mb}Yq_s} \) to estimate \( v_{gb} \). \( v_{gb} \) decreases with an increase in bacterial decay rate \( k \), but this decrease is minor when the decay rate is relatively small compared to the growth rate.

(9) Although, to our best knowledge, no literature has reported the formation of integrated waves during an in situ bioremediation, Wang et al. [51] has demonstrated that the combination of chemotaxis and growth greatly accelerated the migration of bacteria toward regions with higher contaminant concentration in both laboratory and field aquifer. Our work provides prediction whether the interactions between chemotaxis and growth allow optimizing the biodegradation of contaminants in the subsurface. If we seek to enhance contaminant biodegradation by bacterial chemotaxis and growth, we need to ensure that initial bacteria and electron donor concentrations are sufficiently high, the field environment should be suitable for bacterial survival and production, and the
groundwater flow slowly so that the dispersion is weak.

In our study, we neglected many important mechanisms for bacterial transport in the natural subsurface. For example, bacteria can be deposited to surfaces of grains by electrostatic force or remain inside the secondary energy minimum, or be trapped in pore throats due to straining [13, 43]. Moreover, we assume bacteria as dilute suspension, which means bacteria do not interact each other. However, this assumption is invalid when the bacterial concentration is high. The interaction of dense bacterial populations can generate active flow and affect the transport of bacteria and contaminants [9]. All these mechanisms can significantly affect bacterial transport and contaminant bioremediation. We plan to include these principles in our future work.

3.6 Appendix: lattice Boltzmann model

We used lattice Boltzmann model to simulate the transport and fate of bacteria and substrates in this paper. The dimensionless version of Eqs. (4.23), (4.24) and (3.3) are:

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{b}}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot \hat{b} (\hat{\mathbf{v}} + \frac{\hat{\mathbf{v}}_c}{\tau}) = \frac{1}{P e_b} \hat{\nabla}^2 \hat{b} + \hat{Y_s} \hat{q_s} \frac{\hat{s}}{\hat{s} + k_s \hat{e} + k_e} \hat{b} - \hat{k_b} \quad (3.10)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{s}}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot \hat{s} \hat{\mathbf{v}} = \frac{1}{P e_s} \hat{\nabla}^2 \hat{s} - \hat{q_s} \frac{\hat{s}}{\hat{s} + k_s \hat{e} + k_e} \hat{b} \quad (3.11)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \hat{e}}{\partial t} + \hat{\nabla} \cdot \hat{e} \hat{\mathbf{v}} = \frac{1}{P e_e} \hat{\nabla}^2 \hat{e} - \hat{q_e} \frac{\hat{e}}{\hat{e} + k_e \hat{s} + k_s} \hat{b} \quad (3.12)
\]
where \( \hat{b} = b/b_0, \hat{s} = s/s_0, \hat{e} = e/e_0, \hat{t} = tv_0/\Delta l, \hat{\nabla} = \Delta l\nabla, \hat{\nu} = \nu/v_0, \hat{\sigma} = \sigma/v_0, \hat{\beta} = \beta/\nu_0 \) and Y = \( Y_s0/b_0, \hat{k} = k\Delta l/v_0, \hat{k}_s = k_s/s_0, \hat{k}_e = k_e/e_0, \hat{q}_s = q_s b_0 \Delta l/s_0/v_0, \hat{q}_e = q_e b_0 \Delta l/e_0/v_0, \) \( Pe_b = v_0 \Delta l/D_b, Pe_s = v_0 \Delta l/D_s, Pe_e = v_0 \Delta l/D_e, v_0 \) is the same as the bacterial swimming speed, and \( \Delta l \) is the grid spacing.

The corresponding controlling equations in the lattice Boltzmann model are:

\[
\beta_n(\hat{x} + \hat{e}_n, \hat{t} + 1) = \beta_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) + \frac{1}{\tau_b} \left[ \beta_n^{(0)}(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) - \beta_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \right] + \hat{Y} \frac{\beta_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t})}{\hat{b}(\hat{x}, \hat{t})} \hat{r}_s(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) - \hat{k} \beta_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \tag{3.13}
\]

\[
\sigma_n(\hat{x} + \hat{e}_n, \hat{t} + 1) = \sigma_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) + \frac{1}{\tau_s} \left[ \sigma_n^{(0)}(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) - \sigma_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \right] - \frac{\sigma_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t})}{\hat{s}(\hat{x}, \hat{t})} \hat{r}_s(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \tag{3.14}
\]

\[
\alpha_n(\hat{x} + \hat{e}_n, \hat{t} + 1) = \alpha_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) + \frac{1}{\tau_e} \left[ \alpha_n^{(0)}(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) - \alpha_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \right] - \frac{\alpha_n(\hat{x}, \hat{t})}{\hat{e}(\hat{x}, \hat{t})} \hat{r}_e(\hat{x}, \hat{t}) \tag{3.15}
\]

where

\[
\hat{Y} \frac{\beta_n}{\hat{b}} \hat{r}_s - \hat{k} \beta_n = \hat{Y} \frac{q_s \Delta l}{v_0} \frac{s_0 \hat{s}}{s_0 \hat{s} + k_s e_0 \hat{e} + k_e \hat{e}} \beta_n - \hat{k} \frac{\Delta l}{v_0} \beta_n,
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_n}{\hat{s}} \hat{r}_s = \frac{q_s \Delta l b_0 \hat{b}}{v_0 (s_0 \hat{s} + k_s)} \frac{e_0 \hat{e}}{e_0 \hat{e} + k_e} \sigma_n, \quad \frac{\alpha_n}{\hat{e}} \hat{r}_e = \frac{q_e \Delta l b_0 \hat{b}}{v_0 (e_0 \hat{e} + k_e)} \frac{s_0 \hat{s}}{s_0 \hat{s} + k_s} \alpha_n
\]

The relaxation times, \( \tau_b, \tau_s, \tau_e, \) are related to the diffusion coefficient of bacteria, substrate, and electron acceptor:

\[
\frac{1}{Pe_b} = \frac{1}{2} (\tau_b - \frac{1}{2}), \quad \frac{1}{Pe_s} = \frac{1}{2} (\tau_s - \frac{1}{2}), \quad \frac{1}{Pe_e} = \frac{1}{2} (\tau_e - \frac{1}{2}) \tag{3.17}
\]

The Eqs. (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) can attain solutions to Eqs. (4.26), (4.27) and
(3.12) in the limit of small convective velocity (see Hilpert [19], Long and Hilpert [32]).
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4.1 Abstract

In the last decade, theoretical physicists have developed Lattice Boltzmann (LB) models based on two-relaxation-time (TRT) collision operators. These methods are very powerful, because they are computationally efficient and because numerical diffusion can be eliminated. Inspired by Edward G. Harris’s “Pedestrian Approach to Quantum Field Theory,” we synthesized results from several papers to allow for an easy implementation of this method without background in theoretical physics. We present a pseudo-code for a three-dimensional TRT-LB method for advective-diffusive-reactive transport for the popular D3Q15 lattice structure. Solute transport with initial Gaussian and top hat distributions were investigated to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the TRT models.
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with and without the velocity correction, which eliminates numerical diffusion. When
advection is present, the TRT model without the velocity correction generated negative
numerical diffusion, while the TRT model with the velocity correction could eliminate this
numerical diffusion. The TRT model with the correction also exhibited a better numerical
stability than the TRT model without the correction when advection exists, although the
numerical diffusion can be neglected when the advective velocity is small. Therefore, it is
advisable to include the velocity correction in the TRT model when the advective velocity
is large. Finally, we applied the TRT models to examine Taylor dispersion and bacterial
chemotaxis. The TRT model with the correction showed good accuracy and stability even
if the advective velocity is large.
4.2 Introduction

Reactive transport modeling is an essential tool to estimate the risk of groundwater contamination. Both large-scale and pore-scale models have been developed to study transport and fate of contaminants in the subsurface [6, 21]. In large-scale simulations, contaminant concentrations are averaged over a representative elementary volume. The characteristics of pore geometry are represented by macroscopic parameters such as porosity and permeability. The simulations predict contaminant fate and transport at the field scale, but it is not always clear whether pore-scale processes are accounted for appropriately. By contrast, pore-scale simulations examine concentration distribution in pore areas, where biogeochemical reactions and interactions between the aqueous solution and solid surfaces are directly calculated [25]. Therefore, studies of pore-scale reactive transport can deepen our understanding of large-scale natural processes [3]. With the rapidly growing availability of high performance computational resources, pore-scale simulations have become a powerful tool for investigating a broad range of porous medium transport phenomena [27, 31].

The Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method is a widely used method for simulating a broad range of flow and transport phenomena. This method has become particularly popular when analyzing porous medium processes at the pore scale, because voxel images of porous media can be used directly as an input to the simulations [28, 22, 34, 26, 4]. In the LB method, fluids, solutes, or microorganisms are represented by particles that move on a typically regular lattice with a discrete set of velocities, which correspond to
lattice vectors $c_q$. Evolution in time is achieved by repeatedly performing a travel and a collision step. During the travel step, particles move from one lattice node to another. Then particles that are present at a node and that have different velocities collide with each other. During this collision step, the particle velocity distribution approaches an equilibrium distribution, and the rate of approach is controlled by one or more relaxation times. The definition of this equilibrium distribution and how it is approached critically determines the accuracy, stability, and computational efficiency of a LB method. Optimal formulation of the collision step is still an area of active research.

One LB model that is particularly promising in terms of accuracy and stability is the two-relaxation-time (TRT) LB method \cite{10, 11, 15}. In this model, the particle distribution function, which quantifies the number of particles that have a velocity $c_q$, is decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric components. In case of advective-diffusive transport, the relaxation parameter acting on the antisymmetric components is related to the diffusion coefficient of the investigated chemical, while the relaxation parameter acting on symmetric components is free to choose. If the two relaxation parameters are chosen to be equal, the TRT model degrades to a single-relaxation-time (SRT) model, which is easy to implement but suffers from numerical instability. Moreover, the viscosity in SRT models for fluid flow is affected by pore boundaries \cite{17}. This causes the permeability to become viscosity dependent, while it should be a characteristic of a porous medium alone \cite{29}. Similarly, one can expect the diffusion coefficient in SRT models for advective-diffusive transport to be affected by pore boundaries. Even though this effect
might occur in real systems at distances from the boundary much smaller than a typical voxel size in a LB simulation, it is undesirable since our TRT model does not account for the physics that is relevant in this region. Although multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) LB models can improve the stability and reduce the aforementioned viscosity dependence [29], they are more complicated to implement than the TRT method, and the selection of optimal relaxation parameters that are crucial for numerical accuracy and stability is a challenge [8, 12]. In contrast, the TRT model can reduce the viscosity and diffusivity dependence on the boundary locations and is easy to implement [14, 15]. Ginzburg et al. [16] studied the optimal stability of TRT models for the advection-diffusion equation (ADE) and presented analytical stability conditions for a wide range of TRT models that differ in lattice structure and the exact formulation of the TRT method. Ginzburg [13] also developed a symmetrized framework for analyzing LB schemes for anisotropic advective-diffusive transport. This framework allowed deriving the general diffusion and numerical diffusion terms, which in turn allowed introducing “velocity correction terms” to eliminate the velocity-dependent numerical diffusion.

This paper studied the application of the TRT-LB method to the modeling of isotropic advective-diffusive and potentially reactive transport, where the numerical diffusion-eliminating correction term is accounted for or not. Our objectives are:

1. To present the TRT method for the widely used D3Q15 lattice structure in a comprehensive manner, that is, in a single paper. To do so, we synthesize original theoretical developments from Ginzburg’s papers [10, 11, 15], and we present a
pseudo-code that allows for a straightforward implementation of the TRT method;

2. To evaluate the accuracy and stability of the TRT models with and without velocity correction term which eliminates numerical diffusion; and

3. To apply the TRT models to transport scenarios that are relevant to geophysical applications: (a) three-dimensional (3D) Taylor dispersion, and (b) one-dimensional (1D) chemotactic transport.

4.3 Two-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann method

In the LB method, the state of a chemical is defined by a $N$-dimensional particle distribution $f(r, t) = \{ f_q(r, t), \ q = 0, \ldots, N - 1 \}$ which are set at each lattice node $r$ and for each discrete time $t$. The particles move along with discrete velocities $c_q \neq 0$ (where $q = 1, \ldots, N - 1$) or stay at the node, $c_0 = 0$. Summing the particle distribution over all possible particle velocities yields the dimensionless concentration $C'$ of the chemical:

$$C' = \sum_{q=0}^{N-1} f_q \quad (4.1)$$

At each node, the particle distribution can be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric components:

$$f_q = f_q^+ + f_q^- \quad (4.2)$$
where \( f_q^+ = (f_q + f_{\overline{q}})/2 \), \( f_q^- = (f_q - f_{\overline{q}})/2 \) and \( c_q = -c_{\overline{q}} \). The last equation states that \( \overline{q} \) is the index of the lattice vector \( c_{\overline{q}} \) that points in the opposite direction of \( c_q \). For the rest particles, \( f_0^+ = f_0 = C - \sum_{q=1}^{N-1} f_q \) and \( f_0^- = 0 \).

The particle distribution after a collision and travel step is given by

\[
f_q(r + c_q, t + 1) = f_q(r, t) - s^+(f_q^+ - e_q^+) - s^-(f_q^- - e_q^-)
\]

where \( s^+ \) and \( s^- \) are eigenvalues of the linear collision operators, and \( e_q^+ \) and \( e_q^- \) are the symmetric and antisymmetric components, respectively, of the equilibrium particle distribution \( e_q = e_q^+ + e_q^- \). The entire right hand side of Eq. (4.3) is called the post-collision particle distribution \( \tilde{f}_q(r, t) \). Linear stability restricts the eigenvalues to the interval \((0, 2)\).

The TRT model degrades to a SRT model if \( s^+ = s^- = 1/\tau \), where \( \tau \) is the sole relaxation time.

The present study deals with advective-diffusive transport where diffusion is assumed to be isotropic, i.e., described by a scalar diffusion coefficient. The equilibrium particle distribution of the particles with a non-zero velocity \( (c_q \neq 0) \) is then given by the following expressions [13]:

\[
e_q^+ = C(t_{(m)}^{(i)} c_e + g^{(u)} E_q^{(u)})
\]

\[
E_q^{(u)} = t_q^{(u)} V^2 + w_q^{(u)} \|c_q\|^2 \sum_{\alpha=1}^{d} (V^2 - \overline{V}^2)c_{q\alpha}^2 + \sum_{\alpha \neq \beta}^{N-1} \sum_{j=1}^{c_{q\alpha}^2 c_{q\beta}^2}
\]

(4.4)
and
\[ e_q^- = t_q^{(a)} (V \cdot c_q) \] (4.5)

where \( q = 1, \ldots, (N - 1)/2 \), \( V \) is the dimensionless advective velocity, \( \nabla^2 = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{d} V_{\alpha}^2 / d \), \( d \) is the dimensionality, and \( g^{(u)} \) is a flag to exclude or include the velocity correction term \( E_q^{(u)} \). If \( g^{(u)} = 1 \), the velocity correction is applied, if \( g^{(u)} = 0 \) it is not. The other half of the above equilibrium particle distribution (for \( q = (N - 1)/2 + 1, \ldots, N - 1 \)) can be calculated by the symmetric and antisymmetric relations

\[ e_q^+ = e_q^- \quad \text{and} \quad e_q^+ = -e_q^- \] (4.6)

For the rest particles, \( e_0^+ = C - 2 \sum_{q=1}^{(N-1)/2} e_q^+ \) and \( e_0^- = 0 \). To ensure numerical stability, \( c_e \) in Eq. (4.4) is required to be within the interval \([0, 1]\). The actual interval depends on the selected lattice model and can be even smaller [16]. All weights \( t_q^{(c)} \) and \( w_q^{(c)} \) are non-negative, isotropic, and satisfy the following isotropy conditions:

\[ \sum_{q} w_q^{(c)} c_{q\alpha} c_{q\beta} = \delta_{\alpha\beta}, \quad \sum_{q} t_q^{(c)} c_{q\alpha} c_{q\beta} = \delta_{\alpha\beta} \] (4.7)

where \( \alpha, \beta = 1, \ldots, d \). Different selections of the weights result in different stability bounds [16].

To make the TRT model as simple as possible, we apply the widely used standard bounce-back (SBB) boundary condition, which mimics the phenomenon that a particle is
reflected back into the pore domain when colliding with a solid surface [20, 17]. The SBB has the form

$$f_q(r, t + 1) = \tilde{f}_q(r, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

If there exists a nondimensional mass source $M$, the post-collision particle distribution is updated as the follows:

$$\tilde{f}_q(r, t) = \tilde{f}_q(r, t) + t_q^{(m)} c_e M$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

With the Chapman-Enskog expansion, it can be shown that the solutions of the TRT equation (4.3) are also solutions to the following dimensionless isotropic reactive ADE [15]:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial T} + \nabla \cdot (VC) = \hat{D} \nabla^2 C + M$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

where $\hat{D} = \hat{\wedge} c_e$ is the nondimensional diffusion coefficient, and $\hat{\wedge} = 1/s^+ - 1/2$. Although the relaxation function of the antisymmetric component, $\hat{\wedge}$, is dependent on the diffusion coefficient of the investigated chemical, the relaxation function of the symmetric component, $\hat{\wedge}^+ = 1/s^+ - 1/2$ ($\hat{\wedge}^+ > 0$), is free to choose. The product of this two relaxation functions, $\hat{\wedge} = \hat{\wedge}^+ \hat{\wedge}$, critically determines numerical accuracy and stability [16].

The TRT model can also be related to the dimensional reactive ADE:

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (uc) = D \nabla^2 c + I$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)
where \( c \) is the concentration, \( u \) is the advective flow velocity, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient, and \( I \) is the reaction term. With an appropriate characteristic length \( \Delta l \) and velocity \( u_0 \), the ADE can be normalized as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial T} + \nabla \cdot (VC) = \frac{1}{Pe_L} \nabla^2 C + \frac{\Delta l}{c_0 u_0} I,
\]

(4.12)

where \( C = c/c_0, T = tu_0/\Delta l, V = u/u_0 \), and the lattice Peclet number

\[
Pe_L = \frac{\Delta lu_0}{D}
\]

(4.13)

Note that this \( V \) is the same as in Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), because we set the characteristic velocity in lattice units equal to one. A comparison between Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12) illustrates that the TRT model gives solution to the reactive ADE if we set \( \wedge^- \) and \( M \) such that \( c_e \wedge^- = 1/Pe_L \) and \( M = I\Delta l/(c_0 u_0) \).

The implementation of the TRT models that simulate reactive transport involves the following steps:

1. Governing equations for the reactive transport phenomenon are specified. The flow velocity field \( u \) and diffusion coefficient \( D \) are known inputs.

2. Characteristic parameters \( c_0, u_0, \) and \( \Delta l \) are selected to nondimensionalize the reactive ADE.

3. A specific lattice with discrete velocities \( c_q \ (q = 1, \ldots, N - 1) \) is chosen. The
associated parameters $c_e$, $t_q^{(u)}$, $t_q^{(m)}$, and $w_q^{(u)}$ are prescribed.

4. The relation $c_e\wedge^- = 1/Pe_L$ is used to calculate $\wedge^-$. Once we select $\wedge$, $\wedge^+$ can be determined according to $\wedge = \wedge^+\wedge^-$. 

5. The flag $g^{(u)}$ is assigned a value of either 0 or 1 to exclude or include the velocity correction.

6. The particle distribution $f$ is initialized.

7. Finally, the TRT model is ready for simulating reactive transport.

During each time step of a simulation, the particle distribution is updated following sequential collision and travel steps. The nondimensional concentration $C$ is calculated by the latest particle distribution through Eq. (4.1), and the dimensional concentration field as a function of time is given by $c = c_0C$. A pseudo-code for simulating the advective-diffusive-reactive transport is presented in Figure 4.1.

### 4.4 Model analysis

We evaluated the numerical accuracy and stability of TRT models with and without the velocity correction by testing advective and diffusive transport with an initial Gaussian and top hat concentration distributions [7]. We applied the models to Taylor dispersion [33] and chemotactic transport [1]. A 3D TRT model with fifteen discrete velocities (D3Q15) was used in our simulations. According to Ginzburg et al. [16], we chose $c_e = 1/3,$
Figure 4.1: Pseudocode for applying TRT models to reactive transport.

\[ t_{I}^{(a)} = t_{I}^{(m)} = 1/4, \quad t_{II}^{(a)} = t_{II}^{(m)} = 1/16, \quad u_{I}^{(u)} = 1/2, \quad \text{and} \quad u_{II}^{(u)} = 0 \text{ for } |c_{I}|^2 = 1 \text{ and } |c_{II}|^2 = 3. \]  
Ginzburg et al. [16] also introduced an optimal TRT subclass which was
defined by $\lambda = 1/4$. This choice enables the TRT model to simulate solutions to the ADE for any Peclet number. However, a smaller $\lambda$ value reduces higher-order truncation errors; therefore we selected $\lambda = 3/16$. The SRT model developed in [19] was compared to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the TRT models with and without the velocity correction.

### 4.4.1 1D transport with initial Gaussian concentration distribution

We first simulated 1D advective diffusive transport for an initial Gaussian concentration distribution:

$$C(x, t = 0) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{10\pi}} e^{-\frac{(x-10)^2}{10}}$$

(4.14)

Simulation results from the TRT models with and without the correction were compared against the analytical solution [7] given by

$$C(x, t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi(4Dt + 10)}} e^{-\frac{(x-10-ut)^2}{4Dt + 10}}$$

(4.15)

where $u$ is the advective velocity of flow, and $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of the dissolved chemical. We chose $D = 3.36 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ such that $1/s^- = 0.6$, which usually yields a good balance between computational efficiency and numerical stability [18]. The simulation domain was $L = 20 \text{ m}$ long. Periodic boundary condition was applied. The lattice spacing, which is also the characteristic length, is $\Delta l = 0.01 \text{ m}$. To normalize the
ADE, we selected $u_0 = 0.01 \text{ m/s}$ and $c_0 = 0.178 \text{ kg/m}$.

Both pure and advective diffusion were studied. Figure 4.2a shows that for pure diffusion the LB models with and without the velocity correction yield nearly the same results, which agree well with the analytical solution. The discrepancy nearby both domain boundaries is caused by the finite simulation domain used in our simulations, because the analytical solution is derived for an infinite domain. However, once advection occurs, the TRT model without the correction yields less spreading than predicted by the analytical solution, while the TRT model with the correction yields almost the exact solution regardless of the effect of boundaries (see Figure 4.2b). The results illustrate that the velocity correction term is able to eliminate the numerical diffusion caused by advection.

![Figure 4.2a and 4.2b](image-url)

Figure 4.2: Comparison of simulation results from the TRT models with and without the velocity correction against analytical solution 277.8 hours after the initial Gaussian concentration distribution was introduced into the simulation domain. (a) Pure diffusion and (b) advective diffusion.
4.4.2 1D transport with initial top hat concentration distribution

The TRT model with the velocity correction has proven to yield good accuracy for transport with an initial Gaussian concentration distribution. Here we examine the stability of the TRT models by studying the concentration evolution with an initial top hat distribution, which is more challenging because of the discontinuity of the initial concentration profile. A numerical method is defined to be stable when the error, as indicated by the oscillation amplitude in this case, does not grow during the simulation [9]. We selected $L = 20\, \text{m}$, $\Delta l = 0.01\, \text{m}$, $u_0 = 0.01\, \text{m/s}$, and $D = 3.36 \times 10^{-6}\, \text{m}^2/\text{s}$. Periodic boundary condition was used. The top hat distribution with initial concentration, $c_0 = 1.0\, \text{kg/m}$, is introduced into the region ranging from 8 to 12 m.

When no advection occurs ($u = 0$), the TRT models with and without the correction as well as the SRT model generated almost the same simulation results (results not shown). When the velocity is non-zero, the three models exhibited different stabilities that depend on the magnitude of $u$. Figure 4.3 shows the simulated concentration distributions for the three models 100 seconds after the initial top hat concentration distribution was introduced into the domain for different advective velocities. When $u$ is small ($u = 0.005$ and 0.006 m/s), only the TRT model without the correction shows obvious oscillations near the region with a high concentration gradient. When $u = 0.008$ or 0.0082 m/s, both the SRT model and the TRT model without the correction generate divergent solutions with dramatic oscillation amplitudes (results not shown). Only the TRT model with the correction is stable, although small oscillations are observed around the region where the
The concentration gradient is high. Therefore, the TRT model with the correction has the best numerical stability among the three models.

Figure 4.3: Normalized concentration profiles 100 seconds after an initial top hat concentration distribution was introduced into the domain for different advective velocities. Both full distribution (left) and local distribution nearby the frontal region (right) are presented.

Figure 4.4 shows the simulation results for the three models 800 seconds after the initial top hat concentration distribution was introduced into the domain. In contrast to the results shown in Figure 4.3, the TRT model without the correction is found to be stable only when $u = 0.005 \text{ m/s}$, although oscillations occur in the beginning. When $u = 0.006 \text{ m/s}$, the oscillations of the TRT model without the correction grow unboundedly.
with time. When \( u = 0.008 \) m/s, both the SRT model and the TRT model with the correction oscillate in the beginning. However, the SRT model diverges quickly, while the unphysical oscillations in the TRT model with the correction vanish eventually. When \( u = 0.0082 \) m/s, the oscillations of the TRT model with the correction increase with time and eventually get out of control. To sum up, the TRT model with the correction exhibits the best stability, while the TRT model without the correction performs the worst.

![Graphs showing concentration profiles for different advective velocities](image)

**Figure 4.4:** Normalized concentration profiles 800 seconds after an initial top hat concentration distribution was introduced into the domain for different advective velocities. Both full distribution (left) and local distribution nearby the frontal region (right) are presented.

In 1D simulations, the D3Q15 model reduces to a 1D model with three discrete
velocities (D1Q3). Ginzburg et al. [16] derived the necessary stability conditions for the D1Q3 TRT model,

\[
V^2 \leq c_e \quad \text{when} \quad g^{(u)} = 0
\]

\[
V^2 \leq 1 - c_e \quad \text{when} \quad g^{(u)} = 1
\]

(4.16)

where \( V = u/u_0 \) is the dimensionless advective velocity. Our simulation results are consistent with this criterion. Actually, these necessary stability conditions are also sufficient conditions for the 1D transport with an initial top hat concentration distribution when \( \wedge = 1/4 \) or \( 3/16 \) [16].

### 4.4.3 Taylor dispersion

In this section, we investigate 3D Taylor dispersion in a circular tube by using the TRT models with and without the correction as well as the SRT model, and compare the simulation results with an analytical solution. The velocity profile in the tube is given by

\[
u(r) = u_{max}(1 - r^2/R^2)
\]

(4.17)

where \( u_{max} \) is the maximum velocity in the tube, \( R \) is the radius of the tube, and \( r \) is the radial coordinate. Taylor [33] derived the effective longitudinal diffusion coefficient of a chemical, \( D_e \), which is dispersed by the tube flow:

\[
D_e = D \left( 1 + \frac{Pe^2}{192} \right)
\]

(4.18)
where $D$ is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the chemical, $Pe = \overline{u} \frac{2R}{D}$ is the Peclet number, and $\overline{u}$ is the average flow velocity in the tube. We selected $D = 3.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ mm}^2/\text{s}$, $L = 100 \text{ mm}$, $R = 0.5 \text{ mm}$, $\Delta l = 0.1 \text{ mm}$, and $u_0 = 0.1 \text{ mm/s}$. Periodic boundary condition was used in the longitudinal direction. A slug of the chemical was initially injected into the region ranging from 20 to 30 mm. The dispersion of the chemical was simulated for different Peclet numbers (see Table 4.1). The velocities calculated by Eq. (4.17) were used as input to the TRT model. In order to compare the simulation results with the analytical solution given by Eq. (4.18), we calculated the first and second moments from the simulated concentration field via

$$\langle \vec{r}(t) \rangle = \frac{\iiint \vec{r}c(x,y,z,t)dxdydz}{\iiint c(x,y,z,t)dxdydz}$$

and

$$\langle \sigma^2(t) \rangle = \frac{\iiint (\vec{r} - \langle \vec{r}(t) \rangle)^2 c(x,y,z,t)dxdydz}{\iiint c(x,y,z,t)dxdydz}$$

where $\vec{r} = (x, y, z)$. The simulated centers of the mass, $\langle \vec{r}(t) \rangle$, agree well with the analytical solution $(\overline{u} t, 0, 0)$. The variance $\langle \sigma^2(t) \rangle = 2D_e t$ is used to estimate the simulated $D_e$. However, this linear relation is valid only after the slug of chemical was introduced into the flow for a sufficiently long period of time such that the chemical has enough time for transversal mixing. Then we can calculate the simulated $D_e$ by

$$D_e = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d\langle \sigma^2 \rangle}{dt} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle \sigma^2 \rangle - \langle \sigma^2_{t_1} \rangle}{t_2 - t_1}$$

(4.21)
The results for different Peclet numbers (due to the different flow velocities) are shown in Table 4.1. Although the SRT model shows the best accuracy among the three models, it presents the worst stability. The TRT models with and without the correction yield almost the same effective diffusion coefficient, because the numerical diffusion can be ignored compared to the effective diffusion in these simulations. The TRT model with the velocity correction exhibits the best stability. The maximum velocity in the tube follows the necessary stability conditions for the D3Q15 TRT model [16]:

\[
V^2 \leq c_e \quad \text{when} \quad g^{(u)} = 0
\]

\[
V^2 \leq \frac{3}{2} c_e \quad \text{when} \quad g^{(u)} = 1
\] (4.22)

where \( V = u_{max}/u_0 \). However, the criterion is not a sufficient condition anymore due to the numerical error caused by the pore boundaries. When refining the grid, we found that the stable simulations were achieved for a larger Peclet number, and the allowable maximum velocity for numerical stability approached the upper limit given by Eq. (4.22). The SRT model is less stable than the TRT model without correction, which is inconsistent with the previous results shown by the transport with initial top hat distribution. A possible explanation is that the relaxation rate \( 1/s^{-} = 0.5096 \) is very small in this Taylor dispersion scenario, which limits the application of the SRT model to only small velocities due to numerical instability [5].
Table 4.1: Comparison of simulated effective diffusion coefficient $D_e$ (mm$^2$/s) from the TRT models with and without the velocity correction against the analytical solution and the SRT model simulations for different Peclet numbers (NaN denotes numerically unstable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Pe$</th>
<th>$D_e$ (analytical)</th>
<th>$D_e$ (SRT)</th>
<th>$D_e$ (TRT without correction)</th>
<th>$D_e$ (TRT with correction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.16 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.023 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.023 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$4.867 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.852 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.833 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$4.833 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$1.699 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.723 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.840 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.840 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>$4.170 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$4.215 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$4.527 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$4.523 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$1.667 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>$1.809 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.803 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>$3.267 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$3.750 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Bacterial chemotaxis

Certain motile bacteria are able to move in response to gradients in chemical concentration in their surrounding environment, a phenomenon termed chemotaxis [24, 2]. Bacterial chemotaxis can improve bioavailability of contaminants in aqueous environments [23, 21]. We assume that the bacteria can be described like a soluble chemical and that the substrate is the only rate-limiting chemical. Then the transport and fate of the bacteria and the substrate can be described by the following two coupled partial differential equations [19, 21]:

\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot [b(u + u_c) - \mu \nabla b] = Yq\frac{s}{s + k_s}b - kb \tag{4.23}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (su - D \nabla s) = -q\frac{s}{s + k_s}b \tag{4.24}
\]
where $b$ is the bacterial concentration, $s$ is the substrate concentration, $u$ is the pore-water velocity, $\mu$ is the random motility coefficient of the bacteria, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of the substrate, $q$ is the maximum reaction rate, $k_s$ is the half-saturation coefficient, $Y$ is the yield coefficient, and $k$ is the decay rate. The chemotactic velocity $u_c$ is assumed to depend on the substrate concentration and its gradient, and it is estimated by the model derived by Rivero et al. [32]:

$$u_c = \frac{2v_s}{3} \tanh \left( \frac{\chi_0}{2v_s (K_d + s)^2} |\nabla s| \right) \frac{\nabla s}{|\nabla s|}$$ (4.25)

where $v_s$ is the swimming speed of the bacteria, $K_d$ is a dissociation constant, and $\chi_0$ is the chemotactic sensitivity coefficient.

The corresponding dimensionless equations are

$$\frac{\partial B}{\partial T} + \nabla \cdot B (V + V_c) = \frac{1}{Peb} \nabla^2 B + \hat{Y} Q \frac{S}{S + K_k} B - K B$$ (4.26)

$$\frac{\partial S}{\partial T} + \nabla \cdot S V = \frac{1}{Pes} \nabla^2 S - Q \frac{S}{S + K_k} B$$ (4.27)

where $B = b/b_0$, $S = s/s_0$, $T = tu_0/\Delta l$, $V = u/u_0$, $V_c = u_c/u_0$, $\hat{Y} = Y s_0/b_0$, $K = k \Delta l/u_0$, $K_k = k_s / s_0$, $Peb = \Delta l u_0/\mu$, and $Pes = \Delta l u_0/D$.

In the simulations, all parameters characterizing the bacteria and substrate system are from Pedit et al. [30] (see Table 4.2). The TRT models with and without the correction are used to simulate the reactive transport of the bacteria and substrate in a 1D domain.
with 100 mm length. We selected $\Delta l = 0.04$ mm and $u_0 = 0.048$ mm/s. Periodic boundary condition was used. At the beginning of the simulations, the substrate was distributed uniformly, and a 10 mm long slug of bacteria was injected into the region ranging from 20 to 30 mm. The initial normalized concentration distribution is shown in Figure 4.5. We examined the reactive transport of the bacteria and substrate for different advective velocities.

Table 4.2: Parameters for the bacteria and substrate system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial bacterial concentration</td>
<td>$b_0$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^4$ cfu/mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial substrate concentration</td>
<td>$s_0$</td>
<td>$2.83 \times 10^{-8}$ g/mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random motility coefficient of bacteria</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5}$ mm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of substrate</td>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$7.5 \times 10^{-4}$ mm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rate of naphthalene consumption</td>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$7.9 \times 10^{-16}$ g/cfu/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield coefficient</td>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial decay rate</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissociation constant of the substrate/receptor reaction</td>
<td>$K_d$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^{-9}$ g/mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-saturation coefficient</td>
<td>$k_s$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-10}$ g/mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotactic sensitivity coefficient</td>
<td>$\chi_0$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming speed</td>
<td>$v_s$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-2}$ mm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4.5: Initial normalized concentration profiles of the bacteria and substrate.](image)

For the case where the flow is stagnant, the concentration profiles of the bacteria at different time moments are shown in Figure 4.6. Two bacterial bands form and move...
downstream and upstream, respectively. There is no difference between the TRT models with and without the velocity correction. In the case of a small advective velocity, $u = 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ mm/s, the TRT models with and without the correction yield almost the same concentration profiles (see Figure 4.7). However, as the velocity further increases, $u = 1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ mm/s, the bacterial bands from the TRT model without the correction move faster and have a higher peak concentration than predicted by the TRT model with the correction. A comparison between Figures 4.6 and 4.7 shows that the TRT model with the correction yields almost the same shapes of the bacterial concentration profiles for the two velocities. Although there is no analytical solution for this chemotactic transport, the same bacterial shapes can be expected due to a Galilean transformation $x' = x - ut$, via which we can transform the bacterial and substrate concentration profiles for the nonzero advective velocity into the system without advective velocity. Therefore, the bacterial concentration profiles should be the same (except for a time lag) no matter how large the advective velocity is. This means that the TRT model with the velocity correction predicts the bacterial transport best.

4.5 Summary and conclusions

In this study, we have given a detailed description of a TRT-LB method for 3D advective-diffusive-reactive transport. This method is very powerful, because the optional velocity correction term allows for the elimination of numerical diffusion. We also provide a pseudocode for easy implementation of the methods and applied them to vari-
**Figure 4.6:** Normalized concentration profiles of the bacteria from the TRT models with and without the velocity correction at different time moments. The flow is stagnant, $u = 0$.

**Figure 4.7:** Normalized concentration profiles of the bacteria from the TRT models with and without the correction 92.6 hours after the bacterial slug was introduced into the domain for different advective velocities.

ous advective-diffusive-reactive transport phenomena. When advection is not present, the TRT models with and without the velocity correction have almost the same accuracy and stability. When advection occurs, the TRT model without the correction introduces neg-
ative numerical diffusion, which scales quadratically with the advective velocity. However, the TRT model with the correction can eliminate this numerical diffusion and generate a more accurate solution. The TRT model with the correction also demonstrates a better stability than the TRT model without correction when advection occurs. Therefore, it is advisable to include the velocity correction in the TRT model when the advective velocity is high. Finally we have shown that the TRT method with the velocity correction predicts accurately the transport of chemotactic bacteria in case of advective flow assuming that the numerical solution obtained for stagnant flow can be used as a benchmark (when combined with a Galilean transformation).
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Chapter 5. Summary, Engineering Application, and Future Work

5.1 Summary

This dissertation studied the effects of bacterial chemotaxis on the formation and migration of traveling bacterial waves as well as on contaminant bioremediation in the presence and absence of bacterial growth and decay. Such waves are capable of enhancing contaminant removal by improving bioavailability of contaminants in the subsurface. Both MRT and TRT LB models were developed to investigate the bacterial chemotaxis and other reactive transport phenomena. A comprehensive mathematical model that accounts for bacterial chemotaxis, growth and decay, and electron acceptor concentration, was applied to study the bacterial movement and contaminant degradation. Various factors that affect the survival and migration of chemotactic bacteria were evaluated. Suggestions that take advantage of chemotaxis in \textit{in situ} bioremediation were proposed.

A MRT LB model was first developed to study the formation and migration of traveling bacterial waves caused by chemotaxis (chemotactic waves). This model focused on chemotaxis regardless of bacterial growth and decay, which is the case of many chemotaxis-related experimental research in laboratories. Different factors that affect the formation,
shape, and propagation of such chemotactic waves were evaluated. Numerical simulations were conducted and led to the following findings: (1) in order to generate a chemotactic wave, a small substrate diffusion coefficient and a sufficiently high initial number of bacteria are required; (2) it is easier for chemotactic bacteria to form a chemotactic wave in a 1D domain than in a 3D one, because the bacteria are diluted and the substrate is replenished more quickly in a 3D geometry; (3) a uniform flow velocity has no impact on the formation and shape of bacterial waves while shear flow tends to eliminate the waves; (4) when the flow velocity is small, chemotactic bacteria might form two waves moving upstream and downstream, respectively. As the velocity increases, such waves were eliminated by strong hydrodynamic dispersion.

A TRT LB model was also introduced to study advective-diffusive-reactive transport. This model is very powerful, because the optional velocity correction term allows for the elimination of numerical diffusion. We provided a pseudocode for easy implementation of the method and applied it to various advective-diffusive-reactive transport phenomena. The numerical simulations led to the following conclusions: (1) when advection is not present, the TRT models with and without the velocity correction exhibited almost the same accuracy and stability. When advection occurs, the TRT model without the correction introduced negative numerical diffusion, which scales quadratically with the advective velocity, while the TRT model with the correction eliminated this numerical diffusion; (2) the TRT model with the correction demonstrated a better numerical stability than the TRT model without the correction when advection occurs. Therefore, it is advisable to
include the velocity correction in the TRT model when the advective velocity is large.

Since bacterial survival is a significant factor for in situ bioremediation, the coupled effects of chemotaxis and growth on the formation and propagation of bacterial waves were studied. In an effort to represent arranged conditions for real systems in the subsurface, three bacteria/substrate systems for different electron acceptor concentrations were examined. Findings from numerical simulations include the followings: (1) even when the electron acceptor concentrations are excessive, not all systems can utilize chemotaxis to improve contaminant remediation; (2) bacteria can form a growth/decay/motility wave due to the balance between bacterial growth, decay and random motility, even if no chemotaxis occurs. A conceptual model was developed to estimate the speed of this growth/decay/motility wave. Results showed that this wave speed scales with the square root of the bacterial yield coefficient, the random motility coefficient, and the maximum reaction rate of the substrate. Bacterial decay decreased this wave speed, but this decrease is minor when the decay rate is relatively small compared to the growth rate; (3) the effect of chemotaxis on bacterial propagation depends on the strength of chemotaxis. If the chemotaxis is too weak to form a wave or the speed of the chemotactic wave is less than half of the speed of the growth/decay/motility wave, chemotaxis hardly improves bacterial propagation. However, once the former speed exceeds the latter one, chemotaxis substantially enhances the bacterial propagation.
5.2 Engineering Application

Although a large number of experiments have shown that bacterial chemotaxis can improve contaminant remediation [3, 10, 4, 5], no obvious evidence has been reported at contaminated sites that chemotaxis improves bioremediation [1]. Our study provides possible explanations for this discrepancy. First, not all bacteria and substrate systems that perform chemotaxis are able to improve contaminant degradation. The chemotaxis hardly accelerates the removal of pollutants unless the speed of the chemotactic wave is larger than half of the speed of the growth/decay/motility wave. Bacterial chemotaxis toward contaminants at many contaminated sites may never reach such a chemotactic strength. Second, in order to form a fast moving chemotactic wave, the total amount of chemotactic bacteria has to be large and the elector acceptor concentration should be high enough for bacteria to consume all chemoattractants. However, the environment for bacterial survival in the field is complicated and the electron acceptors are usually limited. Lastly, a large chemotactic wave speed also requires that the substrate diffusion and the Darcy velocity are small. It may be difficult for a contaminated site to satisfy all of these conditions, each of which is required for forming a fast-moving chemotactic wave. This may explain why chemotaxis is rarely found to enhance contaminant remediation in field observations.

In order to improve pollutant removal through chemotaxis at contaminated sites, we need to create a favorable subsurface environment for this process. For example, chemotaxis enhancement should focus on sites with contaminants that have a small diffusion
coefficient and generate a large gradient of contaminant concentration such that the bacteria perform a strong chemotactic response. If the wild bacterial strains in the field have no or weak chemotaxis, augmented bacteria endowing strong chemotaxis should be injected. Additional electron acceptors must be pumped into the system if they are not present in sufficiently high concentration for bacteria consuming the contaminants. Also, because strong hydrodynamic dispersion decreases the retention time of bacteria and weakens chemotaxis, it is necessary to block the flow in the contaminated area if the Darcy velocity is large. To sum up, although bacterial chemotaxis may offer a valuable approach to enhance contaminant remediation under some circumstances, we may often need to change the natural conditions in the subsurface to take advantage of this mechanism.

This study used the saturated solubility of naphthalene in water under room temperature as the initial concentration [8]. Consequently, pure oxygen needed to be added to the aqueous solution to ensure that chemotaxis can enhance bacterial movement. This operation may be unpractical in engineering applications due to the high cost. Actually, concentrations of naphthalene at contaminated sites are usually below this saturated value. The on-site oxygen concentration sometimes can be expected to be sufficiently high such that bacteria can consume all substrate; then chemotaxis can enhance contaminant removal without injecting additional oxygen. However, if the concentration of substrate is too low, chemotaxis is unable to enhance bacterial migration, even though the electron acceptor is in excess, since the chemotactic intensity is reduced as the substrate
concentration decreases. For example, our simulations showed that chemotaxis did not enhance bacterial movement when the initial naphthalene concentration was reduced to 2.83 mg/mL, no matter how large the initial oxygen concentration was. Therefore, the concentration of contaminant is a crucial factor determining if chemotaxis can be used to enhance contaminant removal at field sites.

### 5.3 Future Work

In this work, we used simple bacteria and substrate systems compared to the real subsurface systems. For example, we neglected the effects of many environmental factors, such as pH value, temperature, toxicity of contaminants, and competition of different bacterial strains. These factors are significant for bacterial survival and growth [6, 11, 6]. Additionally, we did not consider the adsorption and desorption of bacteria on soil surface, through which chemotactic bacteria may form biofilms. These biofilms are widely observed in the subsurface environment and make it difficult to generate a traveling wave with suspended bacterial populations [2, 9]. Therefore, these factors are in need of investigation in future modeling studies.

The study of bacterial chemotaxis is usually separated from bacterial survival in laboratory experiments such that one can focus on chemotaxis [8]. However, our simulation results showed that chemotaxis and growth affect each other and their coupled effects can significantly enhance bacterial movement. Therefore, it is necessary to study bacterial chemotaxis along with growth and decay in future laboratory experiments to evaluate the
effect of chemotaxis on contaminant removal.

Until now only a few contaminated sites reported that chemotaxis enhanced the bacterial migration [12], while most field work did not find the bioremediation enhancement with the mechanism of chemotaxis [7]. Our modeling findings provide possible explanations for these observations. Additionally, operable measurements to create favorable subsurface environments for bacterial chemotactic responses are proposed, and these approaches are in need of evaluation. Therefore, more field observations are required if we seek to better apply bacterial chemotaxis to *in situ* bioremediation.
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